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Abstract.
Po. brief descrir,tion of the fundamentals of superconductivity
is followed by a description of the preparation and microstructures
of the alloys concerned in this work. The experimental apparatus
used for the superconducting measurements is described.
The effect of the presence of a precipitate on several super-
conducting parameters has been investigated by making magnetisation,
critical current and resistance transition measurements on ten
eutectic alloys and many of their component solid solutions in
isolation. All the eutectics after suitable heat treatment were,
with one exception, type II superconductors. The presence of a
precipitate, whether superconducting or normal, was found to cause
flux pinning which varied in some cases according to the precipitate
orientation with respect to the external magnetic field. The
pinning effecta can be eliminated by consideration of very thin
specimens.
The properties of a eutectic alloy were fouad to be not nticesaarily
the sum of the properties of the conjugate solid solutions in isolationl
a proximity effect occurs in three eutectic systems examined, i.e.
8 phase that on its own would be normal is superconducting in the
presence of another superconducting phase.
In the absence of precipitates, the magnetic hysteresis is
thought to be due to surface currents. It ie suggested that the so-
called 'major loop' of a superconductor is a .easure of the relatiYe
ettects of surface currents and bulk currents. The eftect of edges
on the magnetisation behaviour has been examined by considering slit
and unslit hollow cylinders and bollow ellipsoids. Surface conditions
were also examined. Roul)hening the surface was found to decrease
speciaen magnetisatioa (particularly in tbe regioD of Bel) and
~
(iv)
al•• t. reduoe the oritioal tran.port current in the mixed .tat. and the
.urfaoe sheath ourrent ab.ve Ho2• Plating with Cu and Cd reduoe. sheath
ourrents above Ho2 but plating with ferromagnetio. Ni and Fe aotually
inorea.e. them for the oa.e ef field not parallel t. the speoimen surfaoe.
The model of st.Jame. and DeGennea' surfaoe sheath above Ho2 i•
•;naor.ed and the meohanism oonfirmed as the lame for type I and type II
auperoonductors. The .ugge.tion is made that the sheath may ala. exi.t
b.l.w B.2 t. aooount for the 1n1tial part of the r••i.tanoe transition
ourve. The pre.enoe ot a pre.ipitate increase. the ourrent oarrying
...pa.iV ot the sheath and may al•• increase 11i' the field at whioh the
.p.e1aen b.OOM ••• pl.tely normal. A model of internal .urtaoe .uper-
e.aduotivi~ i. prep•••d t. aooount tor these re.ult ••
11nal~,&ppliO&ti.n. ot the re.ult. of this work are di.ou.sed and
tuture lin•• et re.earoh sugge.t.d.
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1 e Inbx'Od:aotion
Since its discoVeryl in 1911 by the Dutch Physicist Kamerlingh Onnes,
the phenomenon of superconductivity has aroused much interest among
soientists who have attemp,ted to utilize the proper-ty of.Lo ssLeas current
flow.
Early attempts were frustrated2 by the discovery that only a limiting
current can b~ passed along a superoonductor before it is driven normal
and this- limiting ourrent decreases to ser-e in the presence of an applied
magnetic field. Enthusiasm consequently waned.
The first magnet tt:!be suocessfully wound from a superoonductor was
I
made by Ynetma3 in 1955 who used cold worked niobium wire to produce
a fie14 of 7 KOe. This precipitated renewed efforts to disoover
superoQnduotors whioh were oapable of oarrying high ourrents in an
intense field and attention was primarily focused on the refrac'tory
alloys of niobium. The result is that nowadays superoonduoting solenoids
oapable of produoing fields exceeding 100 KOe are oommeroially available.
Despite the masses of data acoummulated on the subject a relatively
small amount exists in which the metallurgical condition of the material
is aoourately defined. In this researoh the effects of the presenoe of
a seoond phase on the superconduoting properties of an alloy are
examined and the metallurgical conditions are well established by
considering eutectic alloys.
Before discussing the research, the general properties of super-
conductors and the theories of superoonduotivity are briefly described.
For a more oomplete description-the reader is referred to the
literature4•
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2.. Genera~ Propertie iii of'Superoonduotors
In 1914 Onne's5 discovered that superoonduotivity is destroyed by the
application of'an external magnetic field (the crit;icalfield, H ) thec
magnitude of which depends on the temperature approximately as
where H is the critical field at OaK and T is the superconducting critioal° c
'temperature0 He also found that when a ourrent is passed along a super-
oonductor it is driven normal when a oertain critioal ourrent is reached"
6Silsbee sugge s'tedthat it is the field assooiated with the current that
destroys superoonduotivity and this is oonfirmed by applying the equation
known as the 'Silsbee Relationship'
I = 51' HC c _____ (202)
where I ia in amps., r is the radius of the wire in cmo and H is theo \ c
oritioal fie~d in oersted~
Another important effec'twas noticed by Meissner and Oohsenfeld 7 in
1933 .. If a long, thin superconductor is cooled from above T in a longi-c
tudinal magnetic field less than H , the field is excluded from the insidec
of the specimen at ~he transition temperature ..
This so-called Meissner effect oannot be deduced merely' from the
premise th,ata auperconducbo.r has'zero resi.stivity as can be seen from the
follo~ argument:
Aocording to classical theory,
E = P J ___ --(2,,3)
wher., IT is the resis'tivity, J is the ourrent density resulting from the
applioation of an eleotrio field Eo
If P is zero and J finite, then E = O.
e
o 0 ourl :Er::: 0 ____ -=>(204)
- 3 ...
and therefore, from Maxwell's equation~
-= C cur-L E = 0 ____ ~(205)
where B is the magnetio induction inside 'the speodman,
Equation (205) means the flux cannot ohange on cooling and in
partioular it cannot ohange on oooling·through the 'transition temperatureo
Since this is in direct contradiction to the Meissner effectg this must
be an independent property oi' a superconduotor.
Thi.s vanishing of the magnetio induotion in the interior of a super-
conduotor was attributed to ciroulating surface currents whose associated
magnetio field was' equal and opposite to the external fieldQ A super,
conductor behaves as a perfeo·t diamagnetic below He' i"e It in a field H:
- .... -B:: H + 4:rT M ::.: 0 ~~ __ .... (2,,1))
where it i8 the magnetisation per uni't volume"
It is nowrecognised, that there are two kinds of super-conduebor-e ,
type I and type II, oharacrr.e:r.i.sed(whenno demagnetising effeo'ts are
pre sent) by the reversible 'ourves shownin fi.g. 1 ..
In faot 9 the indu()tion doea not ohar~e e,isoontinollsly to z:ero at the
surface" The field penetrates a very smal~ amount, the penetration dep~J ~o
This is the depth in which tha surfaoe ourrents flow"
3. Pheno:menologioal,Ma.orosoopicTheorie[
The reversibility of the Meissner effect indicated that thermo- .
dynamaoe maybe applied to the normal - superconduoting t;ransiti.ono The
theories of London, Pippard I;l.ndGinsburg-Landau i.ntroduoe respectively
the oQnoepts of penetra.tion daptihJ Q'oherer-0alength and spacial variation
of the- density qf superoonduoting electrons, 0
t:1
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3.1. Thermodynamics of the normal to superconducting transition
The Gibbs free energy of a superconductor G is raised by thes
application of a field, H:-
G (H) = G (0) - JH MdHs s
o
Integrating w.r.t. H, (and incorporating (2.6) )
G (H) = G (0) + H2 (3.1.2)
s s -sTf
When H = H , the superconducting and normal states are inc
equilibrium:
G (H ) = G (H )n c s c _--.- __ 0.1.3 )
In the normal state the su~ceptibility is negligible
G (H ) = G (0)n c n
G (0) G (0) = H 2n s c
Mf
(3.1.4 )-----
(3.1.5 )...,..,.--~-
The entrop~y, S, is given by:
S = - /.'>JG)
\bT P,R 0.1.6).:-----
:. differentiation of 0.1.5) yields:-
S (0) - S (0) = - Hn s c
1fft'
• dHc
dT
(3.1.7)----
As dHc is found always to be negative, the entropy
dT
of the superconducting state is ~ess than that of the normal state.
Thus the superconductor below H is in a more ordered 'condensed state'.c -
3.2. London's Theory
Consider a perfe~t conductor with a current density J flowing as a
consequence of the application of an applied el~ctric fie:).dE.
j ::::nev (3.2.1 )-----
- 5 -
where n is the number of eleotrons and 'IT is their veloc:i,ty
- ~eE ::: mv ___ ~(3,,202)
(3 2 ,.,)----~-. .,;•.. " E ::: 4Tf).,r/ .: T
2
CIt
2where ~L
2:::me
~e2
____ (3.2.4)
Maxwell's equation is~~
- Tcurl E = -.1L
(I
Comb~ning (3.2.5) with the curl of (3.2,,3) :-
( 4,'"0\
2
) ourl J =.:H ____ (3.2.6)
From Maxwell:
CUI'I H = 4TTJ
o
Combining the differel'\tia,l of (3.2.7) with (.3 02.6) gives 1-
curl curl H = ~
~
L
____ (3 ..2.8)
Since div if T'= 0, div H = O.
',.
• , II>
'T'
:::Ii
-2
~L
____ (3.2.9)
This means that H disappears exponentially inside the sur-race of a
maor-oacopdc perfect eonduc'tcr ,
Integration of (3..2,,9)w ..r ..t. time yields:-
____ (3.2.10 )
where H is the (arbi.trary) field inside the body when it lost itso
res:i.stance.
- 6 -
But the Meissner effect showed that H must be 3.ero i,l'lside 'theo
specimen, so (302.10) does not satis:f'y the conditions in a super-conducbor-0
F.,& H oLondon8considered the eLect.rons in a superconductor to be
ei.ther normal or superconducting with the number of aupez-condnc+Lng
eleotrons given by an order parameter W :::: 1 <~ x ~ where x 1,15 tht~ frac'tion
of normal electronso Zero resistance occur-s because below T thec
superelectrons short out the normal ones. They modified the above
mathematio3 to a~count for the Meissner e~fectby suggestir~ that:-
ourl J :::- H
and subs'tituting n for n in (3.2.4) where n is the number of super-s s
cond.ucting electrons.
""
== HT2
L
F .London9 indicated that (3.2 .u) can only be derived. from qua.ntum
____ (302
0
12)
theOI'l if it is assumed that the wave fTXQctionis 'rigid' in the presenoe
of a fieldo This cor-respcnds bo a conatant order parameter with r-espeo't
to fieldo
The physcial significance of (3&2.12) is that the field H deoays
'"exponentially inside a suparccnduo'tcr-, ~L is known as the penetration
D -6depth and is of the order of 5 x 10 om. for pure metals 0 I't is the
depth at which the field has decayed to 1, of i.ts value at the surt'aoe 0e
Although a macroscopio speoimen is essentially diama.gnetio, a. thin
speoimen of size the order of' ~L is not. Since the energy change per
lW..it volume must be the same for bobh maer-oaeopdc and mioroscopic su.per·~
ClonductoI'S when they are driven normal by a magnetic field, the small
specimen must stay super'conductdng up to a higher value of field, e
- 7 -
Equation (301.2) shows that the energy of a euperconductor is raised
in the presence of' a magnetic field. I'ts energy would be Lower-ed :if' it
split up drrto alternate superconducting and normal layers, such that the
thiokness of the superconducting layers was of the order of 'XL and t,he
thickness of the normal layers so small that their contribution. to the
Loca.L energy was _~ ••
The Meissner effect will therefore only ocour if a positive interphase
boundary energy exi.sts" In or-der to split up, a slab of thickness d must
have d_ suoh layers, i.e.
~
f)
Hc-
where CT""ns is the inteI1'hase surface energy".'
For the Meissner effeot not to oocur this surface energy must be
negatdve ,
Several experimental results, howeverg were outside the oonoepts of
the London the ory, e "g 0 :
(i) XL d:~crea5eswith ~ concentration in Sn - 'In alloys,
(ii) " lr, is field dependent in Sn -In alloys ..
. 10
This. pnonpbed PippaI'd to introduoe the ccnoepn of coher-ence length.
3.3. PippaI'd1S Non-Local Theory
The veotor potential A is defined by the relationship
H = curl .i ____ (3.3.1)
(.,;.3'.1) and (3.2.11) oombineto re1a.te the cur-r-entdensity at a point
R, YCR) to the veotor potential at that po:intg A(R)
J(R) ____ ('.3.2.)
Pippard. assumed that the wave funotion whioh describes the distribu-t.iion
- 8 -
of the superconducting electrons extends over a distance -410 cm,
the 'coherence length'. This means that the current density at a point is
not proportional to the vector potential at that point as given by (3.3.2)
but is of the form of an integral of A over a distance t; surrounding
the point.
If A(R) is the vector potential at a point R then Pippard proposed the
relationship:
J(R) 2;::- 3ne
~ me'--So
This equat.ion is called the Pippard non-local relation.
The coherence length, 1; , is related to the mean free path, L, by the
equation:
1
T
1 +
~o
1.
~L
____ (3.3.4)
where ~ 0 is the coherence length of the pure metal and 0( is a constant of
the order of unity.
The pe~etration depth for an infinitely thick specimen may be defined
independently of the mode of decay of the field by:-
A. = ~o J.~(X) dx ____ (3.3.5)
where H is the applied field and x is the distance inside the specimen.o
The penetration depth as defined in (3.3.5) can be determined from
(3.3.3.) explicitly in two limiting cases:-
A =AL (f)'
}.o - ti!..~,,~~
for 1;.t..~ A ("London limit") __ (3.3.6)
for ~ »-)v ("Pippard limit") _(3.3.7)
In fact, whenever small or impure superconductors are being considered,
Xis taken as:
- 9 -
_____ (303,,8)
where Ab =: the empirioally determined penetratf.on depth for a bulk sample0
~ is assooiated with the 'configura ~iona.l surface enal'gyl CIf a super=
oonduoting -normaLboundary 0 As the fi.eld. penetrates the superoonducting
region, the free energy of this region is increased 0 This increase in
oonfigurational surfaoe energy must be balanced against the deorease in
magnetio energy for the field penetration to o'btain the totBJ.. strrf'ace
energy, i oe"
Configurational surfaoe energy + magnetio energy = total surfaoe energy
~ .
(inoreases as field penetrates) (deoreases as field penetrates)
If 1; ~ A the total surf'ace energy is positive.
If· "E. « A the total sueraoe energy is negative 0
This allows a distination to be madebetween two tyPes of superoonductor:-.
Type I with ~ '> A, i oe. a total positive sur-raoe energy showing
a oomplete Meissner effeoto
Type II with ~ (.( A, i.e" a tota.l negative surfaoe energy showing
an inoomplete Mei.8sner effeot 0
All pure superoonduoting elements are type I with the exoeption of
niobium. With alloying the mean free path deoreases and' becomes <,.<). and
they beoome type 110
This ~heory is so oalled in deferenoe to its oontributors, Ginzburgp
Landau, .Abri.kosovand Gor'kov.
GiJlrlbwrgand Landaull a.ssumedthat the density' of superconducting
eleOlt!·OllS at a point, n (r-}, in a magnetic field varies apa,.ia,lly and theys
introd.ucea. an or-der parameter which they assumed behaves l.ike a true wave
funotion
- 10 ~
~(r).*{r)=1~12 :: n~(r) _____ {3e4-o1)
In zero field the free energy/unit volume of a superconductor may be
written
CY'(T) := (Tc - T) • (at)!)
'OTIT::T
, c
____ ..:(3.4.3 )
In an applied field the free energy must have an extra term added
to allow for the gradient in,., since ~ is not rigid in the presenoe of an
applied magnetio field ..
Ginaburg and Landau assumed a form of this extra ~nergy term and then
minimised the total free energy with respeot to "'* and i to ob tadn the
famous pair of coup Led non-linear Gwnurg-Landal,l equations:
1. (-i11\7 - !*i)~'+ 0 Gs{o) :: 0 (304.5)
2nr. (t
, IIIaf
*21 12-of; Itn, t A
mo2* .where'et is the oharge on the current carriers ..
___ (3.4.6)
They introduoe tW(l parameters:
and
____ (304 ..7)
•____ -.{3..4- .8)
where He is thl thermodynamic critioal field
H 2 ".
C
____ (304,,9)
- 11 -
\V'henH%O! '"remains practically constant.
'/I ~ If0 and V'/ = 0
(3.4.6) then reduces to:
\7 2- 1..... *2v A::: +"e
2me
2-A
This is the same as London's Equation (3.2012) and 'XL = ~ for this weak
field case.
The significance of k is manifested when they calculate the surface
1They found that for k ~'-2 ,er is posi tive , and as seen in.., nsenergy.
section (3.3) this results in a type I superconductor. 1When k)./2
er is negative and a type II superconductor results.ns
12Abrikosov assumed that the splitting up of type II superconductors
so as to allow the field to penetrate would occur at a field Hcl in the
form of singly quantised lines of flux variously called flux threads,
flux lines, flux filaments, fluxoids or vortex lines (since a supercurrent
vortex is responsible for the presence of the flUX)
At Hcl flux threads are nucleated at the surface and move into the
superconductor due to their mutual replusion to form a homogeneous array
as shown in fig.2.
These flux lines carry persistent currents circulating as shown along
thyir whole lengths as current walls. Inside these walls and coupled to
them is a magnetic field containing the single quantum of flux. They may
terminate only at a surface or form closed loops.
- 12 -
Fig.2. (Livingston & sch~dler4)
On the basis of this model Abrikosov calculated the value of
Hcl to be
(3.4.11 )
where Hc2 is the maximum field for whioh the Ginzburg-Landau equ~tions have
a finite solution for an infinitely thick superconductor of k> 1
H2=f2kHc c
J2
(3.4.12 )
The field range Hcl to He2 (when a type I~ superconductor goes normal)
when fluxoids are pre~ent is known as the 'mixed state'.
Goodman~3 calculated Hcl for a ~aminar model using the London
Equations and he obtained
(~)2;:HeH H 2c c (3.14.13)
For large values of Hc2' i.e. large k, it can be seen from (3.4.12) and-Hc
- 13 -
(3.4.13) that Hcl (laminar) > Hcl (filaments).
This means that the filament structure of Abrikosov is the most stable
since for any field H between H 1 (filament) and H 1 (laminar)c, c
G (filament) < G (Meissner effect),
:> G (Meissner effect)and G (laminar)
Abrikosov's original calculation of the magnetisation curve for a
type II superconductor assumed the fluxoid array in the mixed state to
have the form of a square lattice. In fact, theoretical work by Matricon14
has shown that a triangular lattice has the lowest energy and recent
experimental work by Essman and Trauble15 has confirmed this.
Gor'kov16 showed that the Ginzburg-Landau equations follow from the
B.C.S.l? microscopic theory for T~T for both pure metals, and alloys if e*
C
in the expression for k is substituted by 2eo The physical meaning of this
is that electron pairs are responsible for superconductivity.
He showed that k for a pure metal is given by:
(3.4.14)-----
where AL (0) is the London penetration depth at T.O.
The dependence of S, ~ and k on the mean free path, L, in the normal
state was calculated by Gor'kov and Carali et al18
"(>r) = 0.647\L(O) (~ t [~J;}
1; (T) - 0.85 (~o t.);} [~:-t
for T'.t.Tandc
____ 0.4.15)
____ 0.4.16
___ (3.4.l?)
-14-
Goodman showed that Gor'kov's
16 caf.cul.atd.cna may be written, 'l'{ithip. a f'ew
per cent as
[
,( +..l... .L]
~o 1032 ,
_____ (3..4018)
for all values of L., and
k :: k + 7.5 y.lO ~3 ~o
-3 0 -2where 'V is the eleotronio specit'io heat i,n erg om k ~ P is, the
residual resistivity in O-pm.
Abt'ikoaov's oalCUla-tion t):f Hc2 frem the Ginsburg-Landau equa.tiena
aasumed an inl'initely lar@8 body. Si; ..James and DtGennes19pqinted out
that the highest value of It J ~ 0' for the bolmdary oonditions of a
superconductor bounded by an insUlating st,q"fa.oe 9 when tbe fj.eld is direQted
pa~al1el to the surface, is:
Ho3 ::1 ..695 Hc2
for k > 0.419 -
Superoonduotivity occur-s between Ho2 and Ho3 in a surfaoe sheath ()f
thickness of' the order of' ~ • HO? tends to Ho2 as the angle between the
a.pplied field and the speoimen is inoreased to 900 0
20Tinkham proposed the f'ollowing formula whioh f'its somBexperimental
data f'or Ho3 as a f'unotion of' 0, the angle between the f'ield and the
surface.
= 1 _____ (305.2)
The existence of' H03 has been amply demonstrated experimentally21 0
- 1; -
Equilibrium behaviour of supez-condue'tora may con.veniently be
represented on a k=H~iagram, fig. 30
hi h,
K
SUPERCONDUCTING
NORMAL
@-- ------------- -----
o 2.
Figo3 (Livingston & Schadler4)
Superoonductor A with k<0~19 has one transition only, at H , thuso
behaving as a olassio 'soft' type I superconductoro
B.with :4l9(.k( 6707 is stUl type I exe ptthat at'ter the transition
of the bulk at H a surfaoe sheath remains 0o
C, with k> 0707 is type II and goes th1"oughthree transitions 0 A't Hcl
it enters the mixed state, at Hc2 the bulk goes normal leaviIl~ a sheath whioh
persists up to Ho30
4. Irreversible Behaviour
The GLAG theory has oonsidered reversible behaviour and a uniform
distribution of fluxoids in the mixed state 0 This means that a type II
superconduotor may only e.a~ry a lesalese ourrent up to ~value
I = 5rH 1c c
____ (4.1)
- 16 -
in a wire of radius rem., and this will be carried on the surface.
At higher currents, the annular fluxoids formed contract inwards to
reduce their line tension and this flux motion causes a voltage to appear.
In the presence of an external field the critical current will, of course,
be less; the resultant field must be inserted in (4.1) to find I .c No
size dependence of the magnetisation curve is predicted by any theory thus
far.
In practice non-reversible magnetisation curves are obtained with a
specimen size dependence. These superconductors are known as type III or
'pard' 9uperconductors.
4.1. Flux Gradients and Flux Creep.
Maxwell's equation, curl H = 4nJ, means that a fluy.gradient is
c
necessary to support a current in a con~uctor. A type I ~nd a type II
below Hcl) supercondu,ctor excludes all field except within the penetration
depth, and so the current can only flow within this region.
In the mixed state of a type II superconductor, the field gradient may
only result from a gradient in the density of the Abri~ov flux lines.
A
22Anderson suggested that flux lines could be pinned at low energy positions
by defects, such as dislocations and precipitates, and a flux gradient
sur4Q.
produced. This gradient is equivalent to an internal macroscopicAtransport
current greater than I given by (4.1), or an internal macroscopic inducedc
current in the case of magnetisation measurements.
Flux lines in such a gradient experience a Lorentz fOl'ce tending to
drive them further into the specimen; this is resisted by the pinning
effect of the defects (see fig. 4).
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Despite the fact that it is energetically unfavourable to have a
23microsoopio variation in the local flux line density, Anderson suggested
that the arrangement can be irregular only on a scale greater than the
penetration depth 5.
This is the idea behind the 'flux bundle' oonoept 0 Thoughan
individual flux line can be pinned, that line itself cannot oV'ercomethe
pinning barrier because it would 'becomeout of equilibrium with the local
densi ty nearby 0 Awhole bundle of flux lines of radius f - 6 must, melvlt;,-
These bundles oan slide past one another easilYe
The pinning can be over-comeby. ~:qermalaotiv'ation a't all temperatures
greater than T = Oak0 Anderson23 caloulated that a pa.rticular ha.rrier
allows lines through at a rate
_L
R = W e kT
o
where ~ is the magnitude of the pinning free energy barrier and WoLs the
,5 10 -1 k,' i.lf.t.mc..~\~.f\,t-o.I\tvibrational frequency of a bundle ,-10 -10 sec • _ no~ k~ C:.l\fv'.~
~'.H\ ~"~~Cl
This 'flux oreep' is dissipative, and if the thermal energy pr-oduced
is not conducted away, 'flux aV'alanohes' or 'flux jumps' occur resulting
in a sudden loss of a large fraction of the magnetLsa'td.on , Such flux
jumps ar-e erratio and are a funotion of the rate of' field change (or rate of
impressed curr-errt change) ..
FI'iedel et al24 caLou'la'bedthe magnetic driving force per unit length
~18-
on a flux line by considering a two-dimensional array of f'Lux lines as a
compressible fluid G They found the force 9 in the case of a. slab 9 to be
F = - ¢ 0 dIT(B)m _Q,
4,.,. d;x:
where X is the distance normal to the slab surface»
(4. ,,1 02)-------
H(B) is the external field whioh would be in equilibrium
with the internal field-(induction B)
and ¢ is the unit quantum of magnetio fluxo
campbe1l25 oonsidered the more general case of curved flux lines and he
concludedg
F = - ~ curl H(B)m 0
i;.n
_____ (4.103)
At arc temperature the flux lines oannot become unpi.nned until the
magnetio driving foroe overoomes the pinning force 0 When these forces are
equal, a 'oritical flux gradient' exists given by:
______ (401,,4)
where ~ is the derivative. aB of the ideal reve-rsib1e B If H curve, and FL
\ m(B}
is the pi.nning foroe per unit length on a flux line 0
The viewpoint of a oritioal flux gradient offers a. method of
quantitatively oa1culating magnetisation ourves from a knowledge of J (B)"
o
The'oritioal currentj/for a given field is related to the critioal flux
gradient by Maxwell's equationo In the case of a slab with the field
direoted parallel to a face~
(~) = 4'I'TJ(Y)cdx 10
o
where Bz is in oesteda and Jy in e:mps/ om2 0
_____ (4.1.,.5)
Considering only two dimensions:
... 4TfM = He - 1,. f X B(x)c:hc.
x 0
(4.106)-------
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where H is the applied .xternal field.e
Hence 9 if (:- ) is known as a function of B',
c
r(:)~=B(x)
B(x) can thus be substituted into (4.1.6) and the magnetisation curve
plotted.
4.2. 'rhe CI'itical Sta.te
A superoondt·o,tor is said to be in the 'critioal state' when the looal
current is everywhe re equal to the ,criti.cal ourrent oorresponding to the
expressed as a function of position.
In order to solve equation (4.1.6) B must be
l
To fac1~.1te this oaloulation Bean 26
100a1 field or is zero ..
made the following assumptions~
(i) The rate of flux creep is slow compared with the time taken
to perform any experiment.
(i1)
(iii)
J is conatant , i "e. not a funotion of B.c
At the surf'ace B:He «her-e lie is the external field27•
In fact a better assumption is B=;B ,the internal f'iEildineq
He in a d.e_fect-freematerial obtad.nab Leequilibri.um with
from the ideal BvH ourve.
't'he macrosoopic internal field and current distribution may now
be plotted acr-oss the seotion of a sample as in fig.5 f'or the case of a. sLab ,
Consider He to be raised to fields above Hol• As He is increased, flux
penetrates a 'maorosoopio penet~ation depth', ~, (see £igo5(i)a), by
equation (4.1.5)0-
Beq = 4"Jo
fj. 10
or: = 10 Beq
4'TTJc
_----(40201)
He o.ppl~ed He 1"'emoved..
I I I
HI
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I
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I
I
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I
I
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DISTRIBUTIONS IN A 5U1='E~CONDUCTING
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F"IEI..O IS A~~I...Ie:O 8.t T~EN ~Etv10VEO
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If both J and~, the specimen thickness s are small enough, a field
c
*H is reached when critical currents, J , flow throughout the specimenc
before Hc2' i.e. the specimen is in the critical state (see fig.5(ii)a).
Further i.ncrease i.nfi.eld only results in the upward displacement of the
field profile (fig.5(iii)a). Any change in H is assumed to cause thee
induced currents to change from the surface.
This model can be seen from fig.5(i)-(iv)b9 to predict flux trapping
...
for all H > H 1. Maximum trapped flux occurs when H ~ 2H •e c e '
Fig.6 illustrates the internal field and current distributions for a
transport current in zero applied field. If a transport. current is
impressed such that J exists in a depth II and then removed, some fluxc
will remain trapped •
...H is defined in fi.g.5 as the field for which A =~, so from
'2
equation (4.2.1):
...
H = TT~ Jc
___ (4.2.2)
5
...Clearly, the value of H determines the resultant magnetisation curve;
*hysteresis increases with increasing H • Thus for a constant J , hysteresisc
increases with specimen thickness.
This model does not lead to a decrease in hysteresis as Hc2 is
approached and J is in fact dependent on the internal field. The formc
of J is expected to be sensitive to the type" size and distribution of anyc
defects present.
Campbell et a127 argue that for a weak pinning force and where the
number of flux lines is much less than the number of pinning centres, the
pinning force per unit volume may reasonably be expected to be independent
of B and Bean's assumption J = constant will apply_
C
TransRQrt current
o~Ql~ed
Tran.SRQrt cu..rren.t
removed
( L)o.
(LL) 0. (Li.)b
~I~ .G. INTERNA(.. CI..JRRENT& MA~NE'T'C ~,e:~o
aIST~'6I..JTIONS IN A SU~ERCONDWCTIN~
SI-AB W~EN A 'TRANS~O~" C:U~~ENT IS
A~~~IEO S. TJ-4EN ~EMOVEa IN z E~O
EXlE~"'AL.. F"IE'-C.
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As B increases, the number of lines at a pinning centre increases and
if the pinning force of a centre is assumed to remain constantj the driving
force it can withhold decreases. Campbel127 by setting the pinning force
per unit volume, F ~ 1 foundPB
dB ::::constant
dx 2B (402.3)
i.eo Jc - constantB
(4.2.4)------
28 .This gave a reasonable fit to Evetts results on Pb-Bi eutectic.
Kim et a129 found empirically that the relationship
Jc - constant
~H + B )o
(where B is a constant approximately equal to the thermodynamic criticalo
(4.2.5)------
field) held for several samples of Nb - 25%Zr alloy and a Nb3Sn specimen.
Fietz et a130 considered that a better fit for Nb - 2~foZr was
Je = :: exp (~:)+Co
where a band c are constants.000
___ ._J4.2.6) .
A recent result of Campbell et a159 is that the relation
____ (4.2.7)
held for a range of microstructures in a Pb-Bi eutectic alloyo (S is thev
surface area of normal phase per unit volume and M(rev) is the magnetisation
at B obtained from the ideal Abrikosov curve).
Objectives of this research
In order to carry a large current in the presence of a substantial
external magnetic field, extended defects must be introduced into the matrix
of a type II superconductor. However, much work remains to be done to show
this relationship between microstructure and superconducting properties.
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The objeot of this research is to oonsider the effec't;of one such defeot t
a preoipitate II and see how its nature, morphtllogy and distr.'i:butionaffect the
superconducting properties of binary euteotio alloys., These alloys have hen
chosen for this investigation for the follo'wing reascne r-
(L) Preoipj,tation from a supersaturated 501idsolution suff.rs
from the disadvantage that, as ageing prooe~ds, the
morphology and distribution of the preo~pitate and ~h.
ohemical nature of both the preoipitate and matrix al'le
oontinually ohangi:ne;. Oonsequently Il any effeots
observed will be due to a oomplex of variables.
(1i) On. the other hand, tMse tWG)-phaalialloys ';opnsist of
oonjugate solutions, the equilibrium ohemio.al·oompoeition
of whioh la um.queiy detejt'lll,inedby t.mp~rature.. The
distribution (and sometimes the morphology) of the
.disoontinuous phase is determined by the ooolipg
oonditions. Heat treatmen't;of luitable alloys, therefore,
allows a quantitative determination of morphology and
distribution of the preoipitate and a preoise knowledge
of the ohemioal oomposition of both phaseso
(iii) A larger volume fraotion of the aeoond phase oan ba
obtained in the matrix than by preoipitation from a
supersaturated solid solution.
No examination of bulk properties oan be oonsidered oomplett unless the
effeot of surfaoe oondition is also known. It is ther fore intended to
examine surfaoe effeots on the s'llperoonduotill8behaviour at the same timeo
The superoonduoting parameters .tob. investigated are speoimen
magnetisation, oritioal ourrent oarr.ying oapaoity in a field and super-
oonduotivity .in the surfaoe Sheath.
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Finally, with the information obtained, some relevant conolusions are
expected to be drawn ooncerning ourrent ideas on the superoonduoting prooesses
involved.
6. Preparation of Specimens
6.10 Casting of alloys
All metals used were suppiied by Johnson, Matthey Limited, to their
spectrographioally pure specifications. Either 25 or 50 gm. ingots were
weighed out and sealed i~ cleaned pyrex or silica moulds under a vacuum
of approximately IO~ torr at eonstrietion (i). Dl~grams of the moulds
used are shown in fig.7o
oAfter heating to about 10 C above the melting temperat~e of the
higher melting point constituent, the alloy was thoroughly mixed by shaking
and poured through constriction (ii) and sealed offo
The ingots were removed by breaking the mould and machined to shape
on a Metals ~e8earch Servomet spark maqhineo Subsequent heat treatment
was carried out in a Met~ts Research two inch diameter tube furnace under
a vacuum of 10-4 - 10-6 torr.
6.2 Heat-treatment procedure
(a) Solid solutions
Those alloys that are equilibrium solid solutions at room temperature
were homogenised within a few degrees of the melting range for a fortnight
while still in the mould, then quenched and finally removea from the mould.
After machining they were annealed just be~ow the melting rang. for a few.-hour~ to remove any possible work damage.
Solid solutions that are supersaturated at room temperature and which
would precipitate out a second phase were homogenised in the solid solution
~~·Ocm
~
Censtrict Lon (L)
\J
o·Scm.
ConstrLctLOn.( LL)
(0..)
.3cm.
(b)
MOUL..D !='o~ Sl-AB IN~aT
MOU~D ~OR ROa-S~AI='EC IN~OT
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phase field for a fortnight, quenched in liquid nitrogen, removed from the
mould and shaped. Slllce the time required to perform the spark machining
allowed precipitation to occur, their previous heat treatment was repeated
in the vacuum furnace from whence they were quenched into liquid nitrogen
in which they were stored until required in labelled capsules.
Cb) Eutectic alloys
When an as-cast struoture was required, the mould was cooled in air and
the ingot removed, maohined to shape, usually ohemioally po Li.shed, and heat-
treated in the vaouum furnace at a temperature designed to give the desired
chemical oomposition of the two conjugate phaseso From this. temperature
they were quenched into liquid nitrogen and stored at the low temperatureo
Specimens to be uni-direotionally frozen were sealed orf at constriction
(ii) and after attaching a pyrex or silioa rod they were lowered through the
furnaoe arrangement of fig.8 by means of a variable speed motor and lead-
screw system. .After removal from the mould, the ingots were optically
examined to oonfirm the r"equlred structure prior to shaping (a procedure
also undertaken for the as-cast alloys). They were then heat treated as
previously desoribed for the as-oast samples.
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7. Solidi:fication of binag euteotio a.1.12Y..!.~
f -
Freezing of typical alloys in the system
Fi.g.9 illustrates a typical l!'Juteotic equilibrium phase d:.iagram.. It
has two characteri,stic features:
(i) complete'misoibility of metals A and B in the liquid state
and incomplete misoibility in the solid state J
(if,) the freezing point of both metals is depressed by addi't;ion
01-' the other 0
The euteotic reaotion O-OCU:t's when the euteotic alloy, d:lstinguished,
by having the lowest melting podrrt , is cooled through the euteotic
temperature, TE0 At this point the system has zero degrees of freedom
aocording to the'phase rule and is knownas invariant. Consequently, the
temperature must remain fixed until one of the phases disa.ppears and the
system becomes univariant 0 This occur-s by the liquid depositing the two
solid solutions Cl and (3 in ecnsberrt proPQr'tion so there are no ohange a in
the oomposition of the phases until solidif'ication is complete. The solid
deposited is in the fo~ of an int:imate mixture of the phases Of and f3 ,
the relative proportions of whioh are given by the lever rule:-
amount of ~
, -
amount'of ~
Fur'ther decrease in tempel'ature results in the two conjugate solid
solutions a' and fJ altering in oomposition along PT and RS' respecti1l1'J,zy'... ., \,
If the Gooling rate is rapid, there is not enough time~or d~ffusion
of A and B atoms to occur over appreoiable distanoes and there is a
departure from equilibrium. The euteot:i,Q alloy doe s not solidi1~y at the
euteotio temperature 'but several degrees below it (it 'underooolsu). The
mixture of« and ~. phases is nowmuoh finer.
Temp.
t
EutectL.c: o..LLo~
I
I
I
I
I
I
A T
ComposLtLon
~I~. 9. A TY~ICAL.. EUTECTIC DIAqRAM
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It may be that under these non-equilibr:1.umcondd,tiona the underoooling
of the two phaaes is different so the resuLtant structure would show
p'p~ry erystals of either tr or fJ in a matrix of euteotic i.e ~ the eutectio
point would have shifted.
An alloy having compoad.tion between T and P and in the temperature
range above the solubility line TP and below the solidus during cooling
consists of one phase only, a solid solution 0 Under equilibrium conditiona,
p phase is precipitated from solution when the solvus line 1~ is reached.
If this alloy is rapidly cooled from this phase region (e.g. by quenching
into water) to a temperature where the diffusion of B atoms required for
the preoipitation of ~ phase oannot oocur or is very Slow, the r:t-phase
is retained as a meta-stable supersaturated solid solution at the lower
temperature.
Elevation of the temper&ture allows diffusion and preoipitation may
proceed (the higher the temperature the more rapid the rate).
Alloys of oomposition between P and Q and Q and R solidify with
primary orystals of ~ and ~ respeotively in a matrix of euteotio.
7.2 et Miorostruoture of'euteotic alloys
The miorostructure of an &s-cast binary eutectio alloy oonsists of
one phase distributed in a continuum of the other 0 The distributed or
minor phase may b. present as rods, laminae, disos, spheroids, needles or
more oomplicated shapeso Consequently, a two dimensional seotion may give,
a. wrong impression of the morphology of the structure" Partioles seen in
seotion mayor may not be looally oonnected to one another.
Many classifications of miorostructures exist, none of which is
universallyacoepted. Chadwiok31 classified .uteotics as'continuous:
'discontinuous and'spirat (only two of the latter ar.known and they will
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not bel considered f'urther }; I Continuous' her-e means both phases must be
continuous in the growth direction, 'discontinuous' means that only one is
(the matrix always will be of oourse). Lamina and rod-like euteotics
satisfy the requirement to be classified as oontinuous.
Lamellar euteotics are the most common in metals and, it is generally
aocepbed 32,33,34 that this growth arrangement is the pr-ef'er-r-e d one because
certain orientation relationships are of lower energy than others and these
are most oompletely attained in a laminar struoture 0
Urddireo'tional freezing of a pure lamellar euteotio results in ill.
striking redistribution of the laminae i.e. they extend in an f:Jdgewise
manner in a direction parallel to the direotion of heat flow (see for
example, miorograph 12 seotion 8.). This ooours beoause a molten eutectio
alloy freezes at a definite temperature like a pure metal and if it is
posit:i.oned in a. stable temperature gradient suoh that part of the ingot is
above the melting point, a p','a.narsolid-liquid interfaoe results. If an
ingot is lowered through ~"'h a temperature gradient as in the apparatus
of fig.8 a'l:;a suitable rate ( 1-10 om/hr), enough time is allowed for
diffusion to tak place whioh allows preferential preoipitation tID occur ..
An acbua' -tempera.ture gradient(obtained by lowering a thermooouple through
the fur~~ei) is shown in fig,lO.
The resulting ingot oonsists of many grains within which 'chelaminae
are equi-spaced and par'al.Le'L, Laminae in different grains are not
parallel to eaoh other, however, but are randomly orientated about the
growth axis .. As direotional solidifioation prooeeds some grains grow at
the expense of others so that their number deoreases along the length of
the ingot. The spaoing, ~, of laminae within a grain is determined by the
growth rate ~ R, and is found experimentally and theoreticall,y to be
A := A 31,35.;t
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where A is a constant for a given system which depends on the dif'fusion
characteristics.
Very slow rates of growth sometimes result iJl the lami.nae fragmenting
into a 'degenerate' struoture (see miorograph 6)0 The reason for this is
not fully understood but it is thought that if the orientation relationships
between the phases are not the characteristic equilibrium oriJmtations g then
the structure may deorease its total energy by ohanging to the degenerate
mode. In this state the tota.l area of boundary may be grl!later but the
produot of'boundary area times the interphase boundary en~rgy is less than
before.
36Weart and Mack showed that a eutectio may ha.ve three definite
struotural features, i ••• i) the grain struoture of'the matrix, ii) the
'oolony' structure_ and iii) the eutectic mixture struoture, each being
eorrbadried by its predeoessor. They observed tha.t the laminae in a lead~tin.
eutectio ocourred in oolonies or regimes within a grain of matrix and that
these Clolonies oould be associated with a e llular solid··liquid interfa.oe 0
A oolony boundary is distinguished mainly beoause of a ohange illparticle
shape ..
The cellular struoture is believed to be caused by a constitutiQ~al
superoooling ahead of the solid-li~uid interface by impurity' rejeotio~ from
the melt. Any protusion into this supercooled region will be maintained,
thus resulting in Iii. cellular interface .37.
Some lamellar .utectioB -transf"ormto a. rod-like eutectio when impurity
is present. An impurity may have one of three effeots aocording to Chadwiok3B
who oOllsidered the shape of the ternary phase diagram resll-ltingfrom the
ir.Q.purity ad.d.:!. tien ..
(i) If the partition ooefficients of the impurity in both phases
- 2~ -
are equa.l i.e. keY = ~, laminae will be fltablefor a pla:qa,r
or cellular interfaoe since long range supercooling is
involved.
(ii) When kO!{I. kS' the laminae may form rods b cause short range
superoooling is involved.
(~ii) If k« = k~ at,low impurity concentrati(;ms but k(t'i:ke at
high impurity oontents then a oolony structure ooours
with rods at the oolony boundaries onlyo
Hunt and Chi1ton33, however, showed that rods could be formed when
grains of some pure laminar eutectic alloys are made to grow such that the
growth direotion is not oontained in the plane of the laminae, thereby
proving that the solid-liquid interface··ourvatuN can have an effect.
39 40 41Hellawell and oo-workers J' have direotional1y frozen several
eutectios nnd they agree with, Hunt and Chilton that the're can be no
modifioat:ion of the laminar struoture without a curved interfaoe. Both
groups agree that the transformation is moat likely to ooour in a system with
a high volume ratio of the two ~base8.
8 t Miorostruotures of speo5mena examined
Photomiorographs obt~ined for th~ var~ou8 alloy s~ste~8 me~sured are
shown :in this seotiono The phase diagrams (lave also been included to
oJ.,arifythe text. They are taken frol1lHanson 42 0
8 ..1. In-Bisystem.
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Two eutectics exist in this system but only the one occurring at
34 wt.% Bi is superconducting at 4.2ok. oAfter heat treatment at 60 C
the alloy consists of laminae of In2Bi in a matrix of In + l~foBi solid
solution. No lamina to rod transformation occurred on addition of
impurities (Sn, Sb,Cd).
The polished specimens were etched in hydrochloric acid, picric
acid and alcohol which caused the In-rich phase to appear dark under the
microscope and the In2Bi phase white. The phases were identified by
adding excess Bi to a sample of the eutectic alloy and observing the
colour of the primary crystals formed. This technique was used for
identification of phases in other systems where necessary.
8.2 Bi-Tl system.
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Twoeuteoties were examined et
(i) Alloy at 47 ..5 wt ..% Bi.
The Tl Bi2 solid solution ferms the matrix and etohed with
2fo n.ital appears light with X~solid solution showing as
clark laminae. An ebseure transformation occur-a in the
X phase at about 80°C•
.Aga.in the Tl Bi2 solid. solution forms the matrix but in
this oas. appears dark when .tohed with nitalo Th. light
etohing Bi partioles are dispersed in a 'ohinese soript'
or 'herring-bone' f·ormation.
8.3 Cd-Pb syatem
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W-nen pure mat.rials are used this'eutectic consists of lami~ of
almost pure Cd in a matrix of' Ph-rioh phase e Wh.n e1%Sb is added the
Cd lami:na.. are transformed to rods. Etched with a mixtUl'e of 4- parts
glacial ae.tie aoid and about one part hydrogen peroxide (100 velso) the
Cd appears dark ..
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The eutectio at 40045 wt 0% Tl was examined. No miorosoopio examination
was possible with this alloy beoause it is liquid at room temperature but
the phase diagram indioates that it oonsists of a matrix of a - solid
solution.
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8.5. M~ - Pb system
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The eutectio alloy at 97.8 wt.% Pb was examined 0 It oonsists of a
Pb-rioh matrix with partioles of Mgtpb Wisper ••d discontiRously throughout
and appearing dark when Itohed with 4 parts aoetic aoid and 1 part
hydrogen peroxide (100 vols.)
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This euteetie alloy oonsists of aoicular randomlr dis~.rsed
particles Qf Sb~rioh phase in a groundmass of Pb~r1ch phase 0 Vfuen
etohed in nital (2.%) the Sb-rich phase appears whit.o
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8.7. Pb - 3D. system
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eWhenheat treated at 118 C this eutectio alloy oonsists of laminae
of Pb + €Pfo wt .Sn in a matrix of nearly pure Sn. The laminae appear dark
when etohed with 2% nital. Ne lamina. to rod transformation ocourred when
impurit~es were add.do
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8.8. 1?b - Zn system
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The Pb-Zn euteotio oonsists of almost pure Pb with Z:npartiolea
distributed disoontinoualy throughout.
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8.9. Sb - Tl system
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Acicular n•• dles of nearly pure Sb reside ip. a matrix o£ T1fb2 in this
euteotic •. The Tl!b)2 appears dark when etohed with 2$ nital and the Sb white.
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8.100 PhCltomicregraphs•
1. In-:-Bieuteotio as oast. White laminae of In2Bi are dispersed in a
matrix of In-rich solid solution. Mag. x 14-0.
2. In-Bi eutectic. Transverse section of slab directionally frozen at
4.6 om/hr. Mag. x 130.
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3. In-Bi euteotio. Lengitudinal seo,tion of 2. Mag.:Ie145.
-4. Bi-Tl euteotio (47.5 wt.% Bi) as-oast. The light etohing TlBi2
matrix oontaina dark lam~e of X solid solution. Mag. x 225.
-~-
5. Bi-Tl eutectic (47.5wt.% Bi) direotionally frozen at 4.6 cm/hr.
Longitudinal seotion. Mag. x 225.
6. Region of d'generate laminar struoture oontained in 5. Mag. x 455.
-41-
7. Bi-Tl euteotic (76.5 wt.% Bi). The dark matrix of TlBi2 contains
Bi particles distributed in a 'herringbone' or 'ohinese soript'
manner. Mag. x 140.
8. As above. Mag. x 500.
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9. Bi-Tl euteotio (76.5 wt.% Bi) direotionally frozen at 3.8 cm/hro
Longitud.inal section. Mag.. x 1350
10. Pb-Cd euteotio as-caab , Oo'lumnar'grains of Pb·-rich phase with
dark Cd-rich laminaeo Mag. x 225.
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11. Pb..Cd_euteotio, direotionally frozen. Seotion transverse to
direotion of growth. Mag. x 290.
12. Pb-Cd euteotio direotionally frozen.at 4.6 om/hr. Seotion
parallel to heat flow 0 Mag. x 215.
-41+-
13. same as (12). Mag. x 285
14. As-cast oolumnar gra.ins of Pp-Ca. eutec:tio containing .1% a,be
Mag. x 290.
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15. PbooCd,uteotio with .1%Bb. Direotionally frozen at 4-.6 omjhr.
Seotion transverse to direotion of growth. Mag. x 225.
16. As above. Seotion parallel to growth direotion. Mag. x 225.
17. Pb-Mg euteotic, as-cast. The dark particles are Mg2Pbdispersed
in a Pb...rioh rnatrix • Mag. x 1160.
18. Pb .... ,5%Mg0 Quenohed from 250°C and aged 20 hrs , at room
temperature. Finely dispersed Mglb has preoipitated. Mag. x 300.
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o
19. Pb + .~g. Quenched from 250 C and aged 3 weeks at room
temperature. 'More'Mg2Pb has preoipitated and the finely
dispersed partioles have ooalesced. Mag. x 75.
20. Pb-Sb .ut.ot~o, as-oast. Light aaioular partioles of Sb are
dispersed in a dark Pb-rioh matrix. Mag. x 400.
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21. Pb-sb eutectio direotionally frozen. Gravity segregation of the
l1quids has ooourred and the dendrites of the Pb-rich primary solid
solution oan be seen whioh are orientated appr~ximately in the growth
direotion. Mag. x 95.
22. Pb-Sn euteotio, as oast. The dark Pb-rich phase exiats.as laminae
and brgken lamina. in the Sn-rioh matrix. Mag. x 270.
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23. Pb-Sn e'Ut.o~io direo"bionau.ly frozen. Seotion perpendicular to
growth direotion. Mag. x 400.
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24.. Pb-Sn euteotio direot.1onally frozen. Seotiom paraUel to direotion
of srowth. Mag. x 160.
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25. Sb-Tl lut.otic dirlotionally grownat 4-.6 om/hr. lelJ.gitudinal slotion.
The dark ~trix· -of Tl.fb2 oontains aoioular partiol.s of nlarly purl Bb,
Mag. x 300.
26. Aa ab~VI. Tranavlrae slotion. Mag: x 300.
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8.11. Some remarks on the microstruotures.
Chadwick,s31 classif'ioation of euteotio miorostructures int(j)
'continuous' or 'disoontinuous' o.learly is not eompLete ; a graduation
of the degree of continuity seems to exist. Pb+Sb eutectio exhibits the same
disoontinuous miorostruoture when direotionally frozen as when 'as-cast'.
When this particular euteotic is directionally frozen, however, gravity
segregation oocurs which causes the lower portion of the ingot to become
richer in Pb so that it freezes as a hypoeutectic alloy containing primary
lead crystals. These are elongated and their longitudinal exis lie within
a few degrees of the growth direotion •.
Both Sb-TI and Bll.-TI(76.5% wt .13i)could. be referred. to as 'semi-
continuous'. The Sb particles in the Sb-Tl eutectic show a tendenoy
to grow in the direction of heat flow but not to any extent (see
miorographs 25 and 26). The Bi particles in the Bi-Tl (76.fjfowt. Bi)
eutectic are partly distributed in fern-like skeletons, the laminated
branches of which tend to be oriented. parallel to the growth direotion."
This eutectic eQuld b~ called 'semi-laminar'. (see mior~graphs 7-9).
Even in the laminar euteotics the laminae are not perf otly parallel
sheets within any one grain. Kraft and Albright32 first p inted out that
faulted regions ooour in the lamellar arrangement when viewed transverse
til)the growth direotion. These faulted regions resemble the arrangement
of atomic planes in the region of an edge disoolationo In faot, mioro-
graphs 12 and 13 show that in Pb-Cd euteotio the laminae eventually reaoh
a similar mismatch surface in a longitudinal direction. An extra lamina
usually seems to lie en the side of the fault solidifying last, but some
faults oontain no extra plane.
Pb-Sn eutectic is similar in the transverse seotion, but in the
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1.ngitw.1iul direotion the lamina terminate randomly, i oe..a definite
j'
boundary of mismatoh does not seem to oocur.
All the directionally frozen laminar eutectio's showed a slight cellular
structure indioating the presence of implJllI'ities.These impurities may hav
been present in the 'as reoeived' mateI'ial 0" .th8y mi.y have beer> introduced
during the sample preparation (this seems unlik ly, however, in view of
the care taken).
The non-laminar eutectios do not show a oellular structure even in
the presence of appreciable (.1%) amounts of delib rately added impurity.
The Cd rods in in the Pb-Cd eutectic containing .1% Sb are not
continuous along the &pecimen axis for long. This is presumably due to
the oellular interface the Sb imposes on the system 0 The oell walls appear
to be full of Cd. Superoonductivity measurement~ presented, later suggest
that this is not the case, however.
9. Experimental ApparatuB for Superconducting Measurement~
9.10 Specimen Magnetisation.
All measurement w re made at 4.20~ the boiling point of liquid
helium at atmospherio pressure, (except where otherwise stated) on a
68modified Foner vibrating sample magnetometer having a resolution of
43about two gauss • A block diagram of the appar-atUB is shown in fig ..11 0
The specimen was vibrated sinusoidally between two cl08e~ matohed pick-up
coils, oonnected in series opposition. These pick-up coils were wound from
5,000 turns of 50 s"w.g. enamelled oopper wire. To avoid demagn. tising
effects the samples were cylindrical (4mm. diameter and 30mmo long with
the ends rounded to approximate an ellipsoid)~
The sample vibrator was driven by a Servomex Waveform Generator
L oF" J.4.1via a pye-Ling 5VA Power Amplifier 0 The magn tic field was
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provided by an Oxford Instrument superconducting solenoid with a 3 em 0 bore
capable of deliverine up to 30 kJElsteds and driven by an Oxf'ord Instrument
power supply. The axis of the specimen, the coils and the solenoid were
colinear (see fig 012) •
When the specimen in the superconducting state. was vibrated (at a
typical frequency of 70 cis) the change in flux linkages in the pick-up
coils caused a voltage to be induced proportional to the specimen magnetisa-
tion for a given amplitude of vibration. This voltage was amplified by a
Dawe Valve Voltmeter Type 614C and fed into ~ Br-eekdee-L Elet'lton\os Phase
Sensitive Deteotor Unit which was r$ferenced from the Variable Phase Unit
of the Servomex osoillator and its output displayed on the vertioal axis of a
Moseley Model 7000H X-Y recorder. A voltage proportional to the applied
field was applied to the horizontal axis.
The sample holder was adjustable so that the sample oould be positioned
8ymmetrioa1~ with respect to the pick-up ooils, this position being
determined by switOhing the coils in series and adjusting for minimum signalo
Any deviation from this critical position produced anomolies in the
magnetisation ourve - espeoially in the region of small magnetisation
A sweep rate of about one oersted per second was us~d throughout; this
value being slow enough to cause negligible sweep rate effects, (Seebold44
has ah.1nl that the equilibrium magnetisation lags behind the field by an
amount that depends on the sweep rate).
For all the ourves the assumption was made that the specimen was
perfectly diamagnetio at small fields so that the magnetisation could be
oalibrated by setting the output. from the phase sensitive de~eetor equal
to the applied field at a low value of fieldo
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Hc2 was taken to be that value of field at whioh no further superconductivity
could be detected., AI·though a st eJa.m.esand DeGennes sheath exists above Ho2 to a
field Hc3 = 1.69Hc2' its thickness is onlY' of the order of the coher-ence length ..
This volume of specimen being shielded represents a magnetisatio~ smaller than
the apparatus sensitivity 0 The volume f!'action still superoonducting above HC2
is £J where I' is the ra.di.usof the speoimen 0
r
If 1; ~ lO-5cm ana. r ~ .5cm ..,
The maximum value of -4'T'1'M of ·the alloys is about 1000 gauss a.nd so the
sheath would represent a magnetisation about 0005 gauss.
9.2. Critical Current Measurements.
These measurement:6 were taken in a tailed dewar assembly, suspended between
the pole-pieces of a Mullard 911 electromagnet, type EE 1036 which was oontrolled
by a Mullard Sweep Unit type EE 40440 The field was measured by means of a
probe sear-ch ooil, the pdok-up signal of whioh was supplied to a Newport
Magnetometer type J and .thenoe to the Mosely X-Y reco:I'der0 This signal was also
displayed on a Solartron digital voltmeter, both to facilitate the zeroing of
the magnetometer and ·to enable ar~ dri~t ocourring during an experiment to b.
immediately compenaabed , A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in fig 013.
The range multiplier of a Keithley 148 NanoV'oltmeter enabled the
arbitrarily small voltage whioh defined the oritioal current to be amplified
to - 1 volt. This voltage was then arranged to open a relay in the base ourrent
line of the bank of power transistors in the current supplyo
During an experiment the ourrent was increased manually at constant field
and the voltage developed across a standard resistor was displayed on the
X-Y reoorder 0
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To ensure a uniform current distribution and make certain that the
superconducting-normal transition did not occur at the specimen ourrent
contacts, the specimens were machined into dumb-be l.L shape 9 the reduoed
portion being 1 mm" in diameter and 10 mm. long. Fine oopper voltage
leads were joined to the sample with silver paint (see fig.,14)o These
oontacts were found to give reproducible results that were similar to
those obtained with pressure or welded oontaots. The voltage leads were
positioned about 7 mm. apart and soldered (with indium-tin) to a coaxial
copper lead within the helium cyrostato .All oonneotions outside were
pressure oopper to oopper oontaots to reduoe thermal noise.
Provided the ourrent was not increased too rapidly~the critical
currents measured were reproducible to within about four per cent" The
critioal current was usually defined to be that current whioh generated
a miorovolt aoross the specimen, and except at high fields, it was
independent of the deteotion level.
Resistanoe Transitions in amagne-tic field
, . i "U
These measurements were made on the same speoimens used in determining
the eritioal current -and in the same dewar assembly" A blook diagram of
the apparatus is shown in fig .15. In addition several slab-shaped
speoimenswere measured and in this case pressure contacts were used for
the voltage lead oonneotions (see figoI6). Use of these slab specimens
enabled the effeot of precipitate orientation with respect to the ourrent
and. .xternal magnetic field direotions to be i.nvestigated on the same
specimen without d.emagnetising effeots affecting the results 0
A small transport current was passed through the specimen and the
resulting voltage, d..veletpedas the external magnetic field was increased,
was amplified by the nanovoltmeter. A plot of voltage against field was
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obtained on the X-Y reoorder 0 The field was swept at a ecnatarrt I'ate of
about one oersted per second - this was sLow enough to enable the voltage
induoed in the voltage leads to be conveniently 'backed off' on the
nanovoltmeter.
The dumb~ell speoimens were aligned parallel ta the field by setting
them up in the position ef minimum resi.stanoe at a given field. The slab
speoimens were aligned by making the tufnol sample holder parallel
to the field with the aid of a Hall probe.
The curves were reproduoible to better than 1% and were practically
identieal in inoreasing and deoreaSirtg fields •
•
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10. Magnetisation Measurements.
10.1. Introduotion
Magnetisation ourves of hYsteretio type II superoonductors are still
not oompletely understood. Many experiments have been performed whioh
demonstrate an inorease in hysteresis of elemental and single phase alleys
after oold work and a subsequent reduotion after annealing. Muoh work has
alse been done on alleys whioh precipitate a seoond phase frem selution
on ageing. The resultant hysteresis is assooiated with the presence of
the precipitate. The workers have usually explained their results in terms
of flux pinning and the critioal state. Defects or preoipitates introduoed
into the superoonducting matrix impede (or 'pin') the motion inwards of
flux lines. This causes the internal magnetic field to be less than the
equilibrium value in inoreasing external field and greater than the
equilibrium value in deoreasing field.
Several mechanisms have been postulated to explain how defects may
pin flux lines. Webb45 explained the interaction of a flux line and a
defect in terms of the interaotion of their respective strain fields.
The strain field of the flux line arises because the elastic constants
are different in the superconducting and normal phas~.
Another hypothesis introduoes the oonoept of flux line energy. The
Ginsburg-Landau parameter, k, is inversely proportional -to the mean free
path and the flux line energy is roughly inversely proportional to k.
This means that local regions of lower electronio mean free path oause
the flux line energy in that region to be lowered. Sinoe their line
energy will be lowered, these regions will be positions of preferential
lecation for the flux lines. Essentially they will be pinned 1 oally.
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The same arugmerrt is true in the region of a surface. Tb'...electrClnicmeam
free path is lower and so surfaces (internal and external) will also be
favourable pinning sites for flux lines. An extra force to that required
to move a flux line through the superconductor is required to overcome
the tendency of the flux line to reside in these low energy positions or
'energy wells I. This force wU: be nec6ss.ary when the flux: ia;both e:uttu'ing
and leaving the sample and will cause hysteresis 0
,A given defect will have a greater relative effect on the local value
of the mean free path if the material has a long mean free path (low k)
than if it has a short mean free path (high k). This means that the same
defeot causes strong~r pinning in. a low k matrix than one of high k.46, 47.
The nature, size and distribution of these defects is important.
optimum pinning at a point occurs when the defect is of the same order of
size as the cohe rence length ~ <I .. t 48 h th t f tL~v~ngs on has s own a de ec s
which cause effeotive pinning in a type II matrix do not pin the more
diffuse, superconduoting - normal state boundaries of the intermediate state
of a type I superconduotor. Another study by the same author46 showed
that for a given volume fraction of roughly spherioal precipitates of Sn
in a Pb-8n matrix, hysteresis decreased as the particle diameter increased
from 0.2." to about »r 0 Inclusions as large as lOOt' caused no observable
hysteresis at allo Sutton and Baker49 suggested that peak pinning for a
given distribution of preoipitate occurs when the flux line spacing is
equal to the distance between precipitates of a suitable size for pinning.
On the other hand, experiments have been performed illustrating the
important role of the surface in causing hysteresis. The existeace of
surface currents in the mi~ed state has been theoretically predicted by
several authors.50-54• Barnes and Fink55 plated specimens of Pb-Tl solid
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solution alloys with normal metals and substantially reduced the hysteresis
which they attributed in part, to a defeot stabilized current near the
surface and po ssdbd.Ly,to the pr-esence of the st .James and DeGennes surface
sheath existing below Hc20
presence of the 'major' loop of a magnetisation curve as being the loous
Sohweitzer and Bertman56 drew attenti.on to the
of an infinite number of reversible paths of diamagnetic slopeo In a later
paper57 they argue that these surface currents do not originate from
surface pinning foroes or a steep field gradient in a thin outer shell 'but
from a uniform eomponent of internal field 0 Linford, 43 using an A "C e
teohnique, has measured large surface currents in the mixed state of
several super-conducbor s , Bean and Livingston.58 considered the. interaction
of a flux thread with a plane surface and suggested that in addition to the
repulsive force from the external field, a flux thread feels an attraotive
force from its image of opposite sign outside the surface. The image thread
is postulated to maintain the neoessary boundary condtti.on of zero current
normal to the surface. Its presence results in delayed flux entry"
Campbell et a159 extended the idea to explain bulk pinning at the
boundaries of large internal precipitates. Hart and swartz7l have
postulated a surface 'flux spot I pinning mecharrlsm 0 Field intersecting
a spot of surface changes into a flux thread inside the superoonductor
and, at the surface, the current YOI'tex of the thread can be oonsidered as
resulting from a magnetic dipole moment ~o The potential energy of a
magnetic dipole moment is ...,..0 H and so any spacial variation of this
energy will result in positions of preferential repose where the energy
is lowest. Surface z-oughneas causes such a spaoial variation and "f1'. H
will be lowered locally at points where the field is perpendicular to the
.'surfacee This model leads to an increase in'hysteresis in the mixed
state if nuoleation of flux spots i8 not a dominant mechanism 0 This
-60
is the case for slab specimens; flux lines can enter easily from the edges
even in par'a.Ll.e1 field, unhindered by any surface barrier.
Multiple connected superconductors (e.g. a hollow cylinder) will
trap flux as a consequence of their topology. This, together with the
fact that a type I superconductor with a thickness of the order of the
penetration depth, A, has an enhanced critical field, promoted Mendelssohn 60
to propose his 'sponge model' for high field superconductivityo Although
it was originally submitted to explain the 'hard' behaviour of alloys,
he has since suggested that this sponge idea may be ~ structure dependent
oomplication which may affect both type I and tYre II slperconductors.
10.2. Results.
In the following sections (10.2.1 - 10.2.16) ten eutectics are
examined with the following objectives:-
(i) to discover how each phase present behaves in isolation
and oompare it to the behaviour when they are together
as oonjugate solutions in a eutectic alloy;
(ii) to investigate the effects of precipitate nature, size,
shape and orientation with respect to the applied field
on the hysteresis;
(iii) to isolate speoimen surface effeots from bulk effects.
::10.2.1. Hg-Tl 5yS tem.
The Hg-Tl system is of particular interest because it is liquid at
room temperature at all compositions up to more than 40 atomic percent
thallium. This composition range includes the a'-phase solid solution
and the eutectic alloy in which the ~-phas. is the major constituent.
Because of their low melting points, these alloys can easily be introduoed
- 61 -
into glass tubing of varying internal surface roughness and the magnetisation
of the encapsulated specimen measured. This enables the effect of bulk
precipitates and surface roughness to be isolated. Furthermore, this avoids
the necessity for specimen shaping processes which change the nature of
the surface being investigated.
In the measurements shown in fig.17 the same sample of ~-solid
solution was successfully inserted into moulds of different surface finish;
thus the only variable involved was surface contour. The eutectio alloy
was measured in the smooth mould so t~~~ no surface geometry differences
occurred between it and the specimen of a-solid solution.
Precision bore glass tubing, 2 mm. diameter, was used to make the
moulds with the following surface finishes:
(a) smooth (i.e. as received);
(b) me dium (ground wi th ~ diamond pa ste) ;
(c) rough (ground with coarse abrasive paste).
The grinding operation was performed by coating a close fitting steel
mandrel with the grinding medium and rotating it in the tube by means of
an electric drill. Before grinding the tube was sealed and rounded at one
end with the result that the end was not affected by the grinding process.
\Vhen the alloy inside was frozen, its other end was oonvex and the
specimen approached the shape of a perfect ellipsoid. Since in no case
were the extreme ends of the specimen affected, the results observed were
not due to end 8ffects.
From fig.18 it can be seen that the a-phas8 ia a type II superconductor
with Hc2 c 1125 oe , HC2 of the eutectio had the same value. Roughening
the surface of the ~-phas. decreased the mixed state induction (mainly
near Hcl) by up to 18 percent and decreased the field of first flux
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penetration, H~, from 160 Oe (smooth mould) to 120 Oe (rough)~ Zero field
trapped flux was not significantly affected. Hysteresis in the eutectic
alloy was much greater. Trapped flux was 350 Oe and H~ was 260 Oeo
Discussion of re suIts of..Hg-Tl ',system0
Identical values of He-2 for both the eutectic and the er-phase show
that the superconductivity of th~ eutectic is due to the presence of the
Earlier flux penetration occurring after the surface has been
roughened indicates that a rough surf'ace facilitates fluxoid nuclea.tion.
This result is consistent with the wor~ of Bea~ and Livingston,58
Joseph a~d Tomasch,62 who worked on thick film_land DeBoia and DeSorbo63
all of whom observed earlier flux pene-tration when the surface was
roughened and explained their results in terms of'the Bean and Livingston
surf'ace barrier 0
No other value for Hol of this alloy is reported in the literature
and so it is not certain whether flux entry .i. delayed beyond HoI' or not
"in the smooth mould case for the solid solution. Certainly roughening
would .rause early flux entry if fluxoid nucleation at HoI was
diffioult because surfaoe asp.rites would go prematurely into the mixed
state due to demaghetising effects 0 Whether or not the fluxoids so formed
eould penetrate into the bulk is debateable, since they would be ideally
situated to be pinned by the Hart and Swartz flux spot mechanisme They
could only move into the bulk and thus allow H (H. if the force of
p Cl,
t~~ir mutual repulsion is greater than the flux spot pinning force. The
size and geometry of the asperities. would affect this. Probably, in this
case, the value of H for the roughened specimen is nearest to the actualp
of HoI and the flux entry is delayed because of a surface barriervalue
- 63 -
to nucleationo This is possibly the image force.
If the St.James and DeGennes sheath was contributing signifioantly
to the hysteresis one might expect roughening the surface to decrease it
by removing some surface parallel to the fieldo However, hysteresis
near Ho2 is negligibly affected by surface contour and this is the region
one might expect the sheath to have its greatest influence. 64. It may be
argued that roughening increases the total surface area and hence may
actually increase the sheath by increlasinglthe area of surface parallel
to the field. However, later resistance transition results presented
show this not to be the case
Clearly the presence of the 8-Tl precipitate is responsible for the
high value of H of tpe eutectic and the greater hysteresis, including
p
zero field trapped fluxo H is most oertainly higher because of thep
pinning of flux lines near the surface by the second phase. Jf the depth
of field penetration is small in this region, no measurable deviation
from the ~ial diamagnetio line will be detected. There is no reason
why pinning. should not ala~ occur as flux penetrates further into the
bulk. An increase of field was observed to cause the. euteotic to .be
more hfsteretic than the solid solution at all fields.
Since no metallographic examination was possible on this alloy, the
morphology of the .econd phase could not be determined and so no con-
elusions could be made about the mechanism of the flux pinning that is
assooiated with it.
Pb-Cd aYltem 0
The selid solubility curve of Cd in Pb is so steep that it is
difficult to decide how much Cd gets dissolved by Pb at 'the heat treating
temperature (1180C) henoe whether the eutectio is type I or type 1I.48
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In order to find this out, several alloys wtlre cast oontaining up
to 08% wt , Cd 0
, 0
They were, then heated to 250 C for fourteen days to obtain
a homogeneous solid solution apd quenched into liquid ni.trogen. Figo19
shows how H 2 (and H for type I alloys) changes with Cd content. Thec c
eutectic had the same value of Hc2 as the alloy oontaining .5% wt. Cdo
In this system the Cd-rich laminae of the euteotio alloy undergo a
lamina to rod transformation on introducing a small amount of Sb. The
magnetisation curves for as-cast and direotionally frozen laminae and
rods are identioal and nearly completely hysteretic and are shown in
fig.20.
In order to eliminate the effect of flux gradients, thin speoi.mens
of the laminar and rod-like eutectics were made by coating a thi.n layer
onto a brass rod and slitting the coatings longitudinally to make them
singly connected. The'magnetisation curve as a function of specimen
thickness is illustrated in fig ..21o The results were similar for both
laminae and rods.
When the large specimens C3 mm. diameter) were left to age at room
temperature the matrix beoame depleted with Cd and H02 decreasedibut
the hysteresis remained oomplete even when the matrix had become type Io
This was true for both laminar and rod eutectics,(see figo221
Disoussion of results of Pb-Cd system.
The massive size'of the Cd laminae (of the order of a mi.ron thiok)
exo1udes any possibility of a,whole lamina interacting with the fluxoid
corese It must be conoluded that the interaction is'at the surface of the
precipitates, perhaps by an image force mechanism, as suggested by
Campbell et a159 or simply because the mean free path is decreased in the
region of a surfaoe, or both 0
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The complete flux trapping shown in fig. 20 is a consequence of the
size effect on the magnetisation curve. Complete trapping occurs in a
*thin surface layer and Hc2 is reached long before 2H of the Bean model.
The surface layer is so thin that when flux penetrates it the total change
in the induction is not measurable. This is confirmed by results on the
thin, longitudinally slit cylinders. The very thin specimen shows similar
behaviour to the ideal, defect-free solid solution since no appreciable
gradient exists across its cross-section. As the thickness is increased,
'"however, the specimen becomes very thick relative to 2H and complete
hysteresis occurs.
A significant result is that the magnetisation curves of similarly
thin laminar and rod-like eutectics are the same despite the rods having
twice the surface area of the laminae and a different orientation
65 66relationship with the lattice. Kramer and Rhodes, Levy et aI,
and Evetts et al 67 have suggested that the surface area of a given volume
of precipitate is the important parameter in deciding the extent of
hysteresis. Clearly this cannot be the sole arbiter for several reasons.
It is easy to imagine that an evenly dispersed incoherent precipitate
much smaller than"~ would not impede fluxoids but at the same time have a
higher surface area than a distribution of larger particles capable of
pinning fluxoids. It also seems unlikely that an incoherent precipitate
dispersed as cubes would trap less flux than the same volume dispersed as
spheres of similar volume. It would be most surprising too if the degree
of coherence with the ma.trLx of a particular precipitate did not affect
the pinning strength. The elastic strain associated with a coherent
precipi tate would ]ower the mean free path over a much larger volume than
would an incoherent precipitate.
The results confirm these speculations for the case when the trapping
- 66 -
is most likely at the surface of the precipitate. It seems tha't as long as
sufficient surface area is presented to an approaching flux line it will be
trapped by an amount independent of the shape of the rest of the prec:i.pitate
which' is not partie:i.pating in the pinmi.ng process 0
The ageing of the thick (3 mm diameter) specimens of eutectic is
essentially thf sequel to Livingston1s48 experiment with a more dilute
Pb-Od alloy (1.53 wt.% ca) , He observed that as ageing of the super-
saturated solid solution proceeded; Cd was precipitated, thus depleting
the Pb-rich matrix in Cd and hence lowering its Hc2• At the same time
hysteresis innreased due to the increase in size and number of pins.
Finally, th~ hysteresis fell drastically when the matrix was so denuded in
Cd that it became a type I superconductor. The Cd particles which interacted
80 well with the flux lines of the mixed state were too small to impede the
broader boundaries of the intermediate state.
In this experiment, even though the matrix has ohanged from type II
to type I, the defects are still large enough to restrict the movement of
the intermediate state boundaries and cause oomplete flu" trapping,
10 .2.5. re-s» system.
In the eutectic alloy the precipitate of Pb-rioh solid solution is
superconduoting at 4.2ok but the Sn-rich matrix in isolation is not.
However, a proximity effect exists (see section 1102,9.) and the .matrix
is also superconducting despite the fact that the distance between Ph
laminae is some ten times greater than the ~oh.renoe length of the Ph-rich
laminae.
Magnetisation eurves for as-oast and direotionally frozen euteotic
oalloys, heat-treated at 118 C are given in figo23. The directionally-grown.
specimen displays slightly more hysteresis, espeoially near H •
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Fig,,24 shows the magnetisation curve for iii. thin, longitudinally ~lit9
hollow cylinder (coated on brass) of euteotio, similarly heat treatedo
Discussion of results of Pb=Sn system.
This eutectio is an example of an alloy whose superoonductiv.:ity i.1i entirely
due to the presenoe of a superconducting precipitate. Even so, these
precipitates trap flux - presumably at their surface, perhaps beoause of
differentia} thermal contraotion .. In this case, however, the flux pinning
is not occurring wholly in a thin surface shell, as is the case in th:i.ck
Ph-Cd eutectio specimens" The field gradient is smaller sd.nce magnetisation
falls gradually to zero at 1110 Oe from a value at' H of about 400 0",. Flux
p
pinning must therefore occur throughout the bulk .•Surface pinning is appreciable,
however, since flux entry appears to ooour very much earlier when the effects
of flux gra.dients are removed by having a very thirl sample (see fir_;.24) •
This early penetration may also be due in part to 'weak spots' in the thin
speoimen allowing premature penetration •
If it i.sassumed that the pinning of the flux linea is due to Loca L
regions of lowered flux line energy oaus ing them to resl.st movement through
the ma.trix, then a reasonable assumption is 69 that the pinning foroe F isp
given by
F = tJeJ5
p
where Af is the amount that th, flux line energr is lowered and ~ is the
length over which it is pinned. Clearly, the pinn.ing foroe will be greater
the longer the distanoe over which a flux line is pinned. This argument
holds whatever the meohanism of pinning .
Sinoe the direotionally-frozen speoimen has its interfaoial boundar.ies
parallel to the axes of the flux lines, they are probably able to -pan them
over greater distances than randomly orientated preoipitates, and 30 the
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total pinning force per flux line is increasedo This would lead to an
Lnor-ease in hystere sis as seen in fig.23" The amount by which the hystere sis
increases will be goV'erned by fluxoid mobility and the pinning force per
unit length of the precipate surface. Near H where the fluxoid lattice is02
most rigid, restricting the movement of any one f'LuxoLd would have a
maximum effect on its neighbours .. A maximUJlleffeC"t would also be expected
in this region beoause there are more neighbours anyway •
Evetts69 has previously observed that a directionally~frozen specimen
of Pb-Bi eutectic exhibits greater hysteresis than an as-oast specimeno
This eutectic is not laminar like Pb-Sn but has a structure similar to
Sb-Tl (see micrographs 18 - 19). He also noted p tendenoy for flux jumping
to increaseo This does not oocur in Pb-Sn. Other eutectics to be mentioned
also show this inorease in hysteresis when direotionally frozen in a direotion
parallel to the specimen axis ..
In-Bi system 0
.!f'terheat treatment at 60°c the eutectio alloy consists of a matrix:
of In+12 ..1 wt.% Bi in which are laminae of In2Bi solid solution" Th
magnetisation ourves for each phase in isolation, together with that of
the eutectic, are shown in fig. 25.
Fig.26 eompares the magnetisation ourves for direotionally-frozen
oand as-oast euteoti.os after similar heat treatments at 60 Co
1002.80 Disoussion of In-Bi systemo
An interesting feature of the euteotic alloy is that the preoipitate
InZSi, which is undoubtedly the oause of its hysteresisg transforms from
the superoonduoting to the normal phase at 428 Oeo Dsspite this, the
eutectio magnetisation curve displays no inorease in hysteresis at this
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point, even though when normal, the In2Bi should be more effective in
pinning flux lines70•
There are three possible explanations why a peak is not obserlled in
the magnetisation curve at this point:
(i) the preoipitate is just as effectin a barrier to flux
line motion when superconduoting as when normal;
(ii) the In2Bi remains superoonducting up to Hc2 of the eutectic
by a prGximity effect. This is possible despite the thickness
of the laminae, as observed in the Pb-Sn system;
(iii) the existenoe of flux gradients oause the precipitate
in the. bull: not to 'see' the true value of the external
fieldo Precipitates at the top of the gradients will
go normal but where the field is less than 428 Oe the
In2Bi will stay super-oonduotdng , As the flux penetratess>
the preoipitates will go normal gradually and a smooth
magnetisa+ion curve will result.
Explanation(i:1i) can be tested by measuring the magnetisation curve of
a very thin speoimen in which no appreoiable gradient can existG This has
been done and the result is shown ,in fig.27o The ourve is almost re-
versible, and field penetration ooours before it does in the solid
solution, probably because flux penetrates the cylinder prematurely at
oertain positions along i,ts lengt:tJ..No peak is observed in the :region
of 430 Oe despite the fact that all the InJBi precipitate must now be
'seeing' the external fieldo Disoounting (i) as unlikely, it must be
oonoluded that the preoipitate is superoonduoting beyond its normal value
of Hc2 because of the proximity of the matrix, its flux pinning strength
remaining the same.
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The direotionally-frozen eutectic behaves similarly to the Pb-Sn
specimen; it is slightly more hysteretic than the as-cast sample, probably
for the same reason: the pinning surfaces now lie along the axes of the
flux lines and are able to pin them over greater lengths, Measurements
of critcial Gurrents give further credence to this suggestion (see
section 11.3).
10.2.9. Pb-Zn sllJtem.
The magnetisation ourve for the eutectic alloy is given in fig.28.
10.2.10. Disoussion of Pb-Zn sfstem.
Sinoe the solubility of Zn in Pb at the euteotio temperature is so
amall, it is net surprising that the magnetisation ourve is almost the
same as that of pure Pb, i.e. type I. The fi,eld ·a-twhioh superconduotivity
oompletely disappears and the field at which. it is nucleated'in decreasing
field do not CGincid8 and their separation appears to be a funotian of
sweep rate.41+. However, H ~ their mid-point,remains.oonstant. Tht Zn
o
precipitate causes no hysteresis suggesting that the magnetisation loop
is entire~ due to surfaoe ourrents since, a8 the external magnetic
pressure is removed, the induction approaohes zero.
10.2.11. Pb-Mg system.
All preoipitation studies from a supersaturated solid solution are
limited, as mentioned previously, by the oontinuously ohanging ohemioal
oomposition of the matrix and the preoipitate. At the Pb-rioh end of
this system, however, excess magnesium is rejeoted from the Pb-rioh solid
BClIlutionas an intermetallic compound, Mglb. Consequently, the preoipitate
remains oonstitutionally unohanged throughout the preoipitation prooesse
Pb +~ wto% Mg solid solution was prepared by quenohing from 250°C
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and was then aged at room temperature. Fig. 29 shows how the distribution
of a nonnal second phase affects the hysteresis.
The eutectio allQY has simil~r properties to that in the Pb-Cd s~stem
ioe. complete flux trapping occurs in & thin surface shell.
Discussion of re-s~~ts of Pb-Mg system,,:,
This experiment is similar to that of Livingston's on Pb-Sn alloys
mentioned in section (10.1.). As M~~Pb is precipitated, the matrix is
denuded in Mg and so Hc2 decreases. At the same time HoI increases. This»
together with flux line pinning of ~he Mg2Pb near the specimen surface
results in an increase of H , the field at which flux penetrates
. p
significantly.
Preoipitation in this system is oontinuous, ioeo it oocurs homo-
'.geneou-sly throughout the struoture. After 20 hours ageing at room
temperature the particles of Mg2Pb are so small that they oannot be
resolved optically (se. micrograp,~18) and so are ~robably able to interaot
with the normal oores of t~e fluxoids, pinnin~ the~ a~d causing hysteresis.
After 21 da~s ag~ing. the particles are maasiv~ (70~) (see miorograph l~)
and are now much larg,er than the ooherence l.n~th. Flux pinning must
be ooourri~ at the surface of these partioleso
If the rati. of trapped flux to H~2 is ta~en as a measure of hysteresis
and is plotted against Eo~2 as in fig .30 the curve is smooth and suggests
no obvious disoontinuity where the meohanism of pinning has ohanged. It
is reasonabl" therefore, to assume that the tr,nsition is gradual.
These results inveke the question of Wh! some lar~. defeots, e.g. the
oellular lattice of Sn-d.epl,ted Pb-Sn in Livil)gston' 846 experiment (oell
diameter 10~), do not pin fluxoids while ot~er like MgzPb -in this
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experiment, do pin themoThis is even more difficult to understand when
the alloys are similar as in this case and in Livingston's work" A possible
explanation is that the duplex cellular structure in Livingston's alloys
does not go normal as he supposed. This is not unlikely in view of the
faot that the Pb-Sn eutectic does exhibit Q proximity effect.
10.2.12. Bi-Tl system.
This ay.tem has twe) eute..tiioa,each with essentially the same matrix of
Bi2Tl solid solution, the composition of this solid solution being slightly
different in each case. The major differenoe between each eutectic is the
precipitate.
The magnetisation curve for the eutectic oocurring at 76.5 wt.% Bi,
heat-trea'ted at 91°C, is shown in fig.31, together with a specimen of its
matrix in isolation 0 Hc2 ocours at 2040 oe ,
The euteotio ocourring at 47.5 wt.% Bi is more reversible and has a
much higher value of Hc2' (6395 Oe), when given a similar heat treatment
(see fig.32). However, when aged at room temperature for four days, Hc2
of this euteotio deoreases and the nysteresi8 inoreases as shown in fig.33.
10.2.13. Disoussion of the Bi-Tl system.
The euteotio at 76.5 wt.% Bi is type II and olearly owes its
"
superconduotivity to the presenoe of its matrix of Bi2Tle The hysteresis
is most probably due to fluxoid pinning oocurring at the surfaces of the
Bi preoipitate, since these are much larger than the coherenoe length"
The directionally-frozen speoimen traps slightly more flux, presumably beoause
the branches of the 'herring bone' parts of the preoipitate are more
favourably orientated for pinning in this case, i08. they lie more nearly
parallel to the field.
The hysteresis present in the solid solution of Bi2Tl is probably due
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to the relatively poor surface finish of this alloyo A suitable chemical
etohant oould not be found to remove the effects of the tarnishing which
oocurred in the atmosphere.
Superoonductivity in the eutectic at 7605 wto% Bi persists up to
Hc2 of the X-solid solution and no discontinuity is seen in the region of
2000 Oe when the matrix.which is present in the largest q\~ntity, should
have become normaL, It is reasonable to assume that if the matrix eli,.,
become normal, then the magnetisation of the sample would fall ral~ dlYat this
field strengtho That it does not indicates that the matrix is still super-
conducting by virtue of .the presenoe of the superoonducting preoipitateo
This proximity effeot is oonfirmed by resistance transition data presented
later whiorshew hhat a transport o~rent may be oarried beyond Hc2 of the,
preoipitate without any resistanoe being d~teotedo Since the preoipitates
are not oonneoted ap.d are separated by more than a ooherenoe length, the
ourrent must be passing through surfaoe regions of the ma.trix without
loss. i.e. the matrix must be superconduoting.
This eutectio is in a sense the opposit to that in the In-Bi system
where the superconduoting preoipitate has a lower H 2 than its matrjx but
. 0
is superconducting above this field due to a proximity e:f'f'eotoThis
behaviour is also similar to that observed in Pb-Bn exoept that the matrix
in this case would be normal in isolation because its upper oritical field
had been surpassed, wher.a~ in Pb-Sn the critical temperature of the
oSn-rioh matrix is exoeeded at 4.2K.
A directionally-grown sample of the euteotio, similarly heat tr~ated,
did not show much more hysteresiso This is noy surprising since this
euteotic is reversible anyway. Clearly the matrix-preoipitate :3.nterfaoe
has little effect either in the field range where the matrix would be
- 74. -
superconducting in its own right or where it would otherwise be normal were
it not for the presenoe of the preci~itate~ The orientation of this precipitate
is thus of little oonsequenoe as far as fluxeid pinning is oonoernedo This
point is oonsidered further in seotion (11,3.).
The results of fig.33 are evidently due to the transformation of the
X-solid solution to 1:1'1 solid solution on aging at room temperature. This
new phase has a lowerori.tioa1 field and the presence of the new interfaces
now affeots the hysteresis considerably. This new mixture still appears t()
exhib~t a proximity effeot.
10.2.14. Pb-Sb system.
This euteotic oonsists of normal Sb partioles in a low k Pb-rioh matrix
and the magnetisation curve is similar to that of Pb-Cd euteotic (fig .20)
with Ho2 = 682 Oe, when heat-treated at 118°C., Direotional freezing does not
change the precipitate orientation (see miorographs 20, 21).
10.2.15. Sb-TI system.
Thif sy~tem contains a euteotic of virtually pure Sb particles in a
matrix of Sb2T17• Fi($.34 show's that the euteotio is a type II superoonductor
due to the matrix of Sbll7 which has an upper ori'tioal field of 544 0e after
eheat treatment at 91 C. The o(lmposition range of Sb2T17 is small, so ageing
after heat treatment had little effeot.
The magnetisation ourve for a ~eotipnal1y grown specimen was the same.
10.2,16, Discussion of Sb-TI .ystem.
Superconductivity in this alluy is undoubtedly due to the Sb Tl2 7
~atrix and the hysteresis is pr.sumab~ due to fluxoid pinning at the
surfaoe of the Sb partioles.
Despite the direotionally frozen speoimen having the particles of Sb
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tending to be orientated with their longest axis parallel to the growth
direction (see micrograph 25) no more ~steresis was present. The severe
irregularity of the particle surfaoes is most probably the cause of this
lack of increased pinning. The surface parallel to the incoming fluxoids
is negligibly affeoted by the precipitate orientation. Why an appar-en+Iy
similar precipitate of Bi particles in Pb-Bi does cause an increase in
hysteresis69 when similarly o~ientated is not olear.
These J:'esu1tsmay be compared to those of the previous section. In
the low k Pb-Sb eutectic, the Sb particles had a much more drastic effect on
the resistance to fluxoid penetration. In the case of Sb-Tl, however,
the high k of the Sb2T17 matrix means that the presence of a surface has
only a 8~1l effect on the local v~lue of the mean free path because it
is small anyway. Hence ~he low energy 'pinning well' is not so 'deep'.
A feature of this ~lley is that the low field portion of the
magnetisation curve is not a straight line. Flux penetrate~ almost from
zero field (an applied field of only 20 Oe results in a measurable
amount of trapped flux). This is probably related to the fact that the
otransition temperature is only 5.2 K.
10.2,16. The significance of the major loop.
The presence of the so-called 'major loop' or a magnetisation ourve
was f~st pointed out by Schweitzer and Bertman56 and their terminclo~T
is used thrQughout this d~scuss1on,
The 'initial' magnetisation, curve is the curve described when the
measurements are taken on a 'virgin' specimen containing no trapped
f'Lux, from H ::0 to H >~c2 and back again to H ::O. Hysteresis exists nearly
always and some zero field trapped flux remains 0 When the field is again
increased from this position, a ourve, different from the initial
- 76-
magnetisation curve, is described. However, the return paths are the same,
as shown in fig.35. This curve is called the 'major loop'.
Onc~ on the major loop at any point a field reversal results in the
ma.gnetisation changing along a diamagnetic path to the other side of the
loop. Any suitable cyclic field change results in a 'minor' loop being
described. No present theory of the magnetisation curve predicts these
diamagnetic paths; indeed Schweitzer and Bertman56 and Fink and Barnes55
suggest that they indicate a surface ourrent contribution to the mag-
netisation. They believe that these ourrents decrease until ~nM = 0 and
then reverse when the fi.elddireotion is reversed. In fact, the
1
'diamagnetics' ar'enot completely atraight with a slope of - 4Tr; they
deviate fran this path to values of lower magnetisation as they approaoh
the opposite eide of th~ major loop. This is pre sumably because the currents
are not uniform aiong the length of the sample and in parts they are not
great enough to prevent some flux m0vement to or from the bulk.
If defect stabiliIDId, surface ourren~ j were the sole caus. of
1111.
magnetisation" then there would be no size d.pano.enc. of the m~netisation,
~urve, as is observed, nor any flUX£radi.nts within a specimen. ClearlV,
more than on. mechanism is prevailing and a cpmplete explanation must
include the major loop. During the oourse of this work sev~ral observations
have been made which support this hypothesis and sU6,gestthat the a.reaof
the major loop is merely a measure of the relative oontributions of surfaoe
ourrents and other mechanisms.
Schweitzer and Bertman56 noticed that the loop starts with zero area
(in an ideal type II), inoreases to a. maximum as.hysteresi. inoreaslI '
and then decreases to zero again at maximum flux trappin~. This can be
explained as follows:
-4TTM
,------ln~tl.o.L cur-ye
H
.,
FI~. 35.
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(i) Initially, hysteresis is due to defect stabilised surface
currents as suggested by Barnes and Fink.55
(ii) As flux pinning effects become significant, the area of
the ourve deoreases because the surface currents have a
i
less signifioant effeQt.
Several experimental observations support this model. The area of
the loop oan be made larger fora fa~ly reversible sample if it is in
the form of a doubly connected hollow oylinder. Then the soreening ourrents
whioh arise in deoreasing field because of the flux in the hole add to jm
and cause a larger lCiilo:p.If the sample is slit to mue it singly C'onrtected
the area deoreases when these extra soreenin~ ourrents are removed (see
fig.36) •
The surfaoe currents are defect stabilised beoause they inorease
w~th specimen thiokness initially"as for example, in the thin Pb-Cd
euteotio specimens shown in fig .21. The currents are thus aSl?ooiated with
a maorosoopio surfaoe layer. Even so, the area of the loop is signifioantly
decreased by plating w~th Ni (fig.37).
Aa the thiokness of the Pb-Cd euteotio is inoreased, however, pinning
beoomes more signifioant and the area of the loop de~reases to zero.
When this extreme case is reached the pinnin~ is so great that the depth
of field penetration is very small and the speoimen appears to be perfectly
diamagnetic almost up to Ho2 and is similar to a oompletely irreversible
type I superoonduotoro
An important complioation to any results is the effeot of the specimen
edges. In fig 036 the slightly earlier field penetration and deoreased
hysteresis in increasing field fer the slit speoimen is ~est probably
beoauseflux penetration is facilitated at the cut edges. The effect of
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the ends on a Pb-Bn euteotio hollow ellipsoid are olearly shown in ftg.38.
The edges allow flux tElpenetrate rapidly at a field of 60 oe duril.5 the
initial field increase. A second field cycle results in a major Loop
greater in area than the initial magnetisat~on curve. A minor IQop cyole
results in the magnetisation inoreasing still further in inoreasing field.
All field oycles follow the same path in decreasing field.
When this hollow ellipsoid's ends were removed the magnetisation curve
ohanged to that shown in fig.39. Without the edges flux penetration does
not cause the hysteresis to decrease until 150 Oe and even then the rate
is much slower. The return path of the major loop is much lower and the
trapped flux much greater in this case of course because the specimen is
now doubly oonneoted and additional screening currents are now present to
trap flux in th~ centre of thf oylinder.
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11. Critical Current Measurements.
11.1. Introduction
An ideal reversible, type II superconductor cannot carry a
r••istanoeless current in the mixed state. This can be seen by considering
a slab lying in a field jlarallel to the plane of the slab. The self
field of a surface transport current flOWing perpendioular to the applied
field will enhance the field at one side of the slab and reduce it at
the other. (A bulk transport current is not possible since this requires
a flux gradient). Since the sample is ideal, there is only one unique
induction for each value of the surface field in the mixed state. Therefore,
a state in which the induotion is uniform (as it must be in an ideal
spec~en) and yet the field at each surface is different, is not an allowed
state of the superconductor. No lossless transport cu"rrent in the surfac.
is possible, therl)fore, unle ss anon-.equilibrium stat. exists .at the surface.
Park,52,54 Fink and Barnes53 and Swartz and Hart 71 pcstulate -suoh
a state and predict that a resistanceless transpo.rt current can indeed .
flow in the surface of an ideal type II superconductor in the mixed state.
The surface flux-spot pinning concept of Swartz and Hart has alreaqy been
discussed and applies for fields at oblique incidence to the surface. The
other theories concern the variation of the Ginzbvrg-Landau order parameter
in the vicinity of the surface and have only been worked out for tne case
when H is parallel to the surface.
In a non-ideal type II superconductor, of course, internal field
gradients can exist and bulk ourrents can be carried. In.addition, surface
currents of the type mentioned above a~d the defect stabilised surface
currents suggested by Fink and Barnes55 may also flow.
The internal flux distribution required to allow internal transpert
- 80 -
currents is not so simple as in magnetisation experiments where the
distribution in a longitudinal applied field is straightforward. In the
case of a superconducttng wire, carrying a current in zero applied field,
the fluxoids are presumed to penetrate in the form of annuli (similar in
topQlogy to smoke rings) and the resultant gradient is equivalent to a
macroscopic internal transpor't current.
When the driving force (essentially the macroscopic Lorent~ force)
overcomes the pinning force the fluxoids will move inwards down the gradient.
Locally in the superconductor dB will not be zero because of this movement
dt
and by Maxwell's equation,
Curl E = aB ~ 0
dl
This rotary electric field generates small eddy currents which pass
through the normal cores of the flux threads and oause a voltage to be
observed.
The transport current which provides this driving force which is
~large enough to overoome the pinning force is the ~ritical transport
• current. In this work this ourrent is assumed to be reached when a value
of 1041 volts is detected across the specimen, unless otherwise stated~
When an external field is applied,the fluxoid distribution becomes
more oomplioated. Consider a slab in an applied field parallel to the
surface and perpendicular to an impressed transport current (fig~O)o
The applied field will be parallel to the self-field of the transport
current but will act in opposite directions on each side of the slab.
(The induce~ currents will therefore add to or oppose the transport ourrent).
For transport currents less than oritical, the field and current distribution
across the slab will depend on the sequence in which the applied field and
transport ourrent are applied. The maximum critioal transpor~ current is
';{
•
4(---
FI~. 40. 51-AB S~EClrvtEN CARRYINq A TRANS~ORT CURRENT
Lt WHIC~~E.NE~A"'ES A MA~NE"'IC F'"IE~O~seLf'
IN AN AF'~I-IED MA~NE"'IC: ~IEI...D H.
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reaohed when the internal macroscopic ourrent is unidireotiona1 transport
72current.
On the other hand, if the field is applied parallel to the transport
current, the induced currents and the transport eurrents are perpendicular
to each other and a resultant current will be set up. In this case the
path is a helix whose pitch will vary with the magnitudes of the transport
and induced currents 0 The resulting fluxoid distribution is complicated
and the critical state model does not seem to offer an explanationo Since
the fluxoids must have the sense of the resultant field their direction
will also be helical. Bergeron73 has suggested such a configuration, with
the net ourrent everywhere parallel to the net field and so free of the
Lorentz force.
Critical ourrent measurements thus allow the interaction between
precipitates and variable f1uxoid distributions to be investigated.
11.2. Results.
The effect of the surface must again be separated from the bulk
effects. In this case a speoimen of Pb +.~ Cd solid solution was
eroughened on the spark machine, re-homogenised in vaouum at 250 C for four
hours and quenched in liquid nitrogen. This heat treatment also removed any
oold-work oaused by the machining process. The ourves for roughened and
smooth specimens are shown in fig. 41. The roughened sample has a lower
eritical current for both values of 9, the incident angle of the applied
field. The ourves are olearly sensitive to this angle of orientation.
The low k eutectics of Pb-Cd, Pb-Sb ahd Pb-3n show a behaviour onlY
slightly dependent. on (}, as can be seen from fig 04.2. Roughening the surfaoe
did not signifioantly alter these curves.
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The higher k eutectics, Tl + 4705% Bi, Tl + 7605% Bi, Sb-Tl and
In-Bi are much more sensitive t.c e (figs. 43-46) ~ However, only In-Bi
showed any significant dependence on the orientation of the precipitate
and none showed any significant effect on rougheningo
11.3. Discussion. of results.
Pb +.5% Cd solid solution approaches an ideal type II superconductor
and so the bulk component of the current must be small. The much lower
ovalue of the critical current for 9 =90 is most probably due to two
mechanisms. Firstly, the demagnetising effect of the ~ecimen shape
means tha.t fluxoids will penetrate much earlier in transverse field. This
effect will decrease as Hc2 is approached. Seconnly, the slight resistanoe
offered by any defeots present to the invading fluxoids will be more
effective i.n restricting penetrati:on in the longitudinal field case
because the t.orentz farce (whose magnitude depends on the angle between
\ the maoroscopic ourrent and the internal field) is muoh reduced.
Roughening the surface decz-eases -the current for bobh orienta.tions
of the external fieldo This is in qualitative agreement with the magnet-
isation data. obtained in seotion 10.2.1. on Hg-Tl .solid solution and with
. 74transpo~t ourrent measurements of ~owell below He:2 but at varianoe with
results obtained by Swartz and Hart71 and Joiner and Kuhr.75 Lowell
considered that two mechanisms were operating in his experiment: an
improvement in the smoothness of the surface tending to increase the
critical ourrent while removal of the roughened and severely damaged
layer tended to deorease it. Indeed this latter effect is seen to dominate
above Ho2 in his resultso However, in this experiment on Pb·+.5% Cd,
any surfaoe damage is annealed out. Looal variation in-chemioal oomposition
that may 9CCur by preferential dissoluti0n on eleotro-polishing or'
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chemical polishing is also avoided. Only the surface geometry has been
ohanged.
No concLusd.eriscan be made abo-rt the nature of these cur-r-ents except
that the results of this .:.perimant indicate that the flux spot pinning
mechanism does not operate, otherwise roughening should cause an increase
in the critioal current 0 The caloulations of park52, 55 and Fink and Barne~3
do not eonsider oblique incidenoe of the field. It is very possible that
roughening the surface simply permits premature fluxoid nucleation beoause
of looal enhanced fields at the surfaqe asperities due to demagnetising
effects. Once nuoleated little resistance will exist to prevent their
inward movement.
When appreciable bulk pinning is present, as in the euteotics of
figJ+2, the 0° and 90° curves are both unaffected by roughening. This is
simply beoause the transport ourrent can be and is oarried mainly in the
bulk and the surfaoe current contribution is small by comparison. Not
only this, but fluxoids nuoleated prematurely at the surfaoe due to
roughening would not b. able to penetrate anyway beoause of the high
pinning foroes present 0 The similarity between the OfJand 90° ourves
below HC2 in these eutectios must also be due to these high pinning foroeso
The higher k euteotics are more sensitive to the field orientation.
Since roughening the surface again made no signifioant difference to the
mixed state critioal currents it may be concluded that they are bulk
currents. The sensitivity to field orientation is very ~~obably beoause
of the reduced driving force on the fluxo.ids (as a result of the fluxoid
oonfigurat ion) in the parallel field case. Fig. 43, in which the Bi-Tl
euteotio (47.5% Bi) is compared to the X-solid solution verifies this.
In the magnetisation experiments on these alloys, the euteotio showed very
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little more hysteresis than the X-solid solution because when a significant
Lorentz force is present the precipitate surface offers little resistance
to flux line penetration because the pinning force is so weak. This is
further seen by comparing the euteotic and solid solution critioal current
cur~es in transverse field - they are very similar when the applied field
is very muoh Le ss than Hc>20 However, when the Lorentz foroe is very small,
as in the longitudinal field case, the small pinning effect of the preoip-
itate interface is very significant and penetration is greatly delayed.
As H 2 is approaohed the eutectic is able to support more current
e:
even in transverse field than the solid solution. The orientation of the
preoipitate, however, seems to be unimportant exoept above and just below
Hc2 where the direotionally frozen specimen carries a greater ourrent.
The role of preoipitates in this region is discussed more fUlly in
seotion 12.
The In-Bi eu'teotic, fig.46 and Bi-Tl euteotic (47.5% :6i), fig.43,
ourves show no discontinuities at the oritioal fields of In2Bi (-430 Oe)
and Bi2Tl (,."2000 Oe) respectively and so this result supperts the
hypothesis that a prominity effect is indeed occurring in 'these alloyso
An increase in the pinning force would be expeoted70 if the InZSi
precdpi.tate became normal, which would increase the critioal currents 0
A deorease in critical ourrent would be expected in the Bi-Tl case because
Bi2Tl is the matrix and rapid field penetration would be expected wh~n it
became normal. The absence of any discontinuity at these points indicates
that the interfaoe pinning strength is unaffeoted by whether one of the
surfaces is superconduoting in its own right or whether it is superoonduoting
by means of a proximity effect.
In the In-Bi system the orientation relationship of the precipitate
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with respeot to the field direotion is readily explainable in terms of
pinning at the precipitate interface being stronger the greater the length
of surfaoe able to participate in the pinning prooess. Tne oritioal
current is a maximum when the applied field is parallel to the greatest
area of precipitate surface.
In longitudinal field, i.9 09 =0°, the maximum current is clearly
carried by the directionally frozen speoimen. Despite the fact that the
fluxoids are probablY in a (distorted) helical formation, they are able
to be pinned most effectively by roughly parallel surfaces beoause this
formation, see micrograph (13), would pin them over the greatest possible
length. Approaching Hc2' where the d~ference in current carrying capacity
is greatest, tw~ possibilities exist as to why this erientation of defects
become even more effeotive. Just beoause there are more fluxoids in the
sample its inoreased pinning capacity beo@mes mare apparent. Alternatively
it lllAYbe argued that the flll:lCoidlattice La becoming more rigid 23 anyway
and effective pinning of' sufficient fluxoids would prevent mevemerrb (If the
lattioe as a whe Ie , Thus any inorease of pinning effioiency would be
magnif'ied.
In transverse field this sample carries the least ourrent of the
three measur ed , The specimen containing lam:Lnae Qrientated about an axis
perpendicular t. the speoimen axis (see micrograph 2) has the greatest
oritical current. In this case the fluxoids are linear as in the magnet-
isation exp.rim.ata, and their relative orientation with respeot to the
precipitate gives maximum pinning.
Not surprisingly, the as-oast specdmen , with randomly orientated
laminae maintains an intermediate value of critical ourrent for both
Qonfigurations of the field.
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There seems to be no oorrelation between oritioal transport currents
and the area of the major loop in magnetisation experiments although nearly
all those euteotic alloys exhibiting major loops of large area (and heno
whose hysteretic behaviour is in part due to surfaoe ourrents) show oritioal
current curves very dependent on field orientation. This, however, is
entirely due to the weaker pinning forces at the preoipitate interfaoes in
these alloys being overoome by the Lorentz force more easily, thus allowing
earlier field penetration. Surface currents do not appear to be involved.
Pb-Sn eutectic is the exoeption but the pinning foroe,. at the Pb-rich
lamellae interfaoes are strong and the critioal ourrent behaviour is similar
to Pb-Od and Pb-Sb euteotics.
The dumb.bell shape of the speoimen may have a ~hielding effect on
the specimen in longtudinal fields wh~ch may aff.ct the results and this
might be oomplioated by early penetration at the.shoulders. H9wever, ono.
flux penetration had begun,the speoimen shape would not matter so muoh.
12. Resista.noe transi tiona in an external magnetic field.
l,
12.1, Introduction
Sin~ the disoovery of type II superconductors, it has been recpgnised
that any hypothesis of the resistanoe transition of type II superconducter.
must explain two prinoipal phenomena - resistance below Hee and resistanoe
above it, With the diso.very of ..Abrikosovflux line 8 oame the realisation
that they must be pinned in order that a 108s1.8s transport ourrent may
be carried in the mixed state. :It is therefore assumed that the res.istanoe
below Ho2 is due to the induction voltage. arising from the movement of the
flux lines - when the Lorentz is grea.ter than the pinning feroe,
Above Hc2' superoonductivity is thought to be due, not to filaments,
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but ~b the st.James and DeGennes sur£ace sheath. Muoh evidenoe supports
21this hypothesis. Bon Mardion et aL showed, by their measurements, that
oomplete normality occurred at Hc3 = 1.69 Hc2' in agreement with st.James
and DeGennes'predictions. Hempstead and Kim78 determined Ho3 in the same
way and showed it to be a sur£aoe e££ect by plating Pb~In alloys with eu
and reducang Ho3• Tomasch and Joseph 79 employed ma.gnetisation measurements
to determine Ho3 and they measured its orientation depende~ce. Gyg~ et 1.180
£ound that the ratio of Hc3 to Hc2 was 1.69 an~ independent o£ the temper-
81 '12. 83abure , Gardona and Rosenblum ,Hart and Swartz. and strong~n et 1.1 ..
showed the existence of He3 in type I superoonduotors with k ).419.
The model £or superoonductivity above Ho2 supposes that the sheath
has a definite ourrent oarrying capaoityat a given field, i (E), whichs
tends to Zer()as the field approaches Ho3• kry Utpresseg. transport current,
i:twill be transmitted as ls(H) through the sheath and [it - i, (H)]
through the normal bulk , The ourrent through the normal region results
in the observed voltage drop across the speoimen. rhe relative value of i
t
to i(H) will decide "the shape o£ the transition ourve.a
Druyvesteyn~ measured resistanoe transition~ of dilute Pb-In alloys
that were nearly ideal type II superoonduotors and found a discontinuity
at Ho2 in the curve for oertain values of it' He explained the discontinuity
in terms of a change in the meohan~sm of voltage produotion in the mixed
state and surfaoe sheath.
12.2. Results.
In the following seotion the resistanoe transitions in an external
magnetic field are investigated £or eight o£ the euteotio alley syste~s
considered in seotion 100 The effeots o£ the following parameters are
investigated:
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(i) the magnitude of the measuring ourrent,
(ii) the orientation of the magnetic field with respect
to the specimen axis,
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
the roughness of the specimen surface,
the presence of a second phase,
the relative orientation of the second phase and the
external magnetic field.
Each alley syst.~ has its own uniq~e properties so they are considered
separately.
12.2.1. Pb-Cd system.
The resistance transitions in a longitudinal field for various values
of current are shown in fig~7 for a Pb-Cd laminar euteotio direotionally
ofrozen at 3.8 om/hr. and heat-treated at 118 C. These results are
qualitatively similar to resistanoetransitions for other euteotios examined.
As the current is increased, the transition occurs at lower values of the
applied field. The field at which the specimen goes completely normal,
H_~ decreases slightly with inorease in ourrent.
With a oonstant current, the effect of varying the angle 8 between the
specimen axis and ~he directio~ of the external field is shown in fig~8.
As 9 increases, the transition occurs at a lower field and the sensitivity
to field orientation is greatest at low angles. Similarly heat treated
euteotic with the Cd-rioh phase distributed a8 rods gave similar res~~t8
in both the as-oast and d~eotionally-frozen oonditions.
A directionally frozen laminar eutectic heat treated at 118°C exhibits
different behaviour (fig~9). A magnetoresistiv. effect is superimposed
upon the transition for all values of 8~ O. A similar speCimen, aged at
room temperature for about 17 months and thus a type I superconductar,48
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is shown in fig.50 and this also displays the magnetor~sistive effect
in transverse fields.
The transition curves for the Pb-rich solid solution of the heat-
treated eutectic (Pb + .5% wt.Cd) can be seen in fig.51. Only the solid
solution showed a disoontinuity or change in the al.epein the region of
Hc2 ~ven when the sensitivity of the measurement was inoreased.
All the ourves measured were identioal in inoreasing and decreasing
field and were independent of the direction of the field and of the
current through the specimen.
12,2,2. Discusso;on ef results of Pb-Cd system.
The effect of the transpm:·t current's magnitude on the position of
the tran~ition is in qualitative agreement with the currently accepted
model of superconduat:1.vityabove He;2' When it is very small, the curve
a.pproaches the ideal one of an abrupt transition at H 3' As the currentCo
is increased, the sheath is able to 'short-out' a smaller fraction and
the remainder is carr~ed in the normal bulk, oau.i~ an ohmio v~ltage
to appear, Joule heating by this excess current in the bulk is probably
the cause of the decrease in EN with increase in measuring current.
~ tends to Hc3 as the current is decreased and ~ = Ho3 probably when
these heating effeots .&re negligible, Similar results have been obtained
80 84-in ideal type II superconductors by Gy~ax et al and Druyvesteyn 0
The variation of~! with the angle e would not be expected from
the calculations of St.James a4d DeGennes although the decre~se in critical
.current would .Fer 8~0, less of the surface is parallel to the field
an~, since o~y that part of the surface paralle~ to the field can support
a superconducting sheath, the total current that can be shorted out by
the sheath w~ll be decreased. Oonsequently, the result of ohangring tJ.·
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is to change the normal bulk ourrent at a given field an~ oause the transition
to be shifted to lower fields.
Increasing t9 , therefore, has a similar effect to increasing the
magnitude of the transport ourrent. The resultant inorease in bulk current
will again inorease resistive heating effects and decrease ~ •
The true value of Hc3 is thus given for small transport currents when 8=0
The magnetoresistive effect of the directionally frozen laminar
eutectic is caused by current being carried in the normal Cd lamina.e
which are transversely magnetoresistive (this was checked by measuring
the low temperature resistanoe of Cd in a field).
When the ourrent is passed perpendicularly to the direotion of
growth e.g. in a wire specimen out fr~~ direotionally frozen ingot
transverse to the growth direction (see fig052), the magnetoresistive
effeot is absent. For rea.sons not clear U ~ effect i8 only manifested
if the laminae are continuous. This was proved when a specimen was
prepared with a small region (about 1 mm. length of the wire) not grown;
no magnetoresistive effect was seen • The reason why directionally
frozen rods do not show the effect is apparent from the microstructure -
the rods are not continuous in the growth direction for very long since
their formation is always associated with a oellular structure, (see
micrograph 16)0 The importance of this effect is that it demonstrates
conclusively t~t the resistance above Hc2 has its origin in the normal
bulk since the Cd laminae are certainly normal.
The similar behaviour of the directionally frozen specimen whioh
had been aged at room temperature long enough for it to be a type I
superconductor is significant beoause it demonstrates that superconduotivity
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above H ~0r a type I superoonductor is due to the same meohanism as is
o
involved in a type II superoonductor above Hca:2..
This e~fect also has some metallurgical sign~ioanceo It demonstrates
that the laminae are continuous over macroscopic distances despite sub-
grain boundaries which apparently shear them perpendicularly to their
growth direction (see micrographa 12 and 13)0 It also shows that laminae
in dif~erent grains are not connectedo I~ they were, a magnetoresistance
would be expected ~or the case o~ the laminae growth direction transverse
to the specimen axiso In the directionally frozen rod-like eutectio the
cell walls apparently do not contain Cd as they appear to under the
microscope, since if they did they would behave similarly to widely spaced
directionally frozen laminaeo
A considerable fraction of the area of the sur~ac. of these alloys
will be normal metal which cannot therefore maintain a sheabh , It would
be expected then, that the sur~aoe o~ any alloy containing normal inclusion.
would oarry less superoonduoting surfaoe current than an identioally
shaped specimen of entirely homogenous solid solution.. Comparison of the
curve obtained frem the Ph + .5% Cd ..lid .olution with- the as-cast
euteotio alJloy heat treated at USoC shews this not to be the e-ase0 1m
fact, the oritioalsheath ourrent o~ the solid solution is less, despite
an effectively reduoed sur~ace area of superoonduoting phase paraliel t•
.the field. The surfaoe ;finish in both oase. is the same, so it must be
concluded that the normal tnclusions have inoreased the ourrent oarrying
capacity of the sheath in 80me way. This is a general result whioh applies
.'1
to all the other systems measured.
Hg-Tl syatem 0
As mentioned in section 10, this system is liquid at room temperature
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and so enables the effect of surface rQughness to be investigated without
kappa changes being introduced to t~e surface. In addition, the effect of
the presence gf a second phase may be observed by oomparing specimens of
a'-selid solution and euteoticallo_y with similar surface profiles 0
A sample of Hg-Tl a'-solid solution was introduced into a smooth nylon
tube with voltage and current leads attached and the transition ourves
determined. Then the same sample was poured into a similar but roughened
tube. The result. are given in fig.53. The smooth maId was then cleaned
and the eutectio alloy introduced. A comparison of the curves obtained
is given in fig.54.
The reugh specimen oarries less lossless ourrent, He3 is affected
slightly and the onset of resistance, HR, occurs at a lewer field.
An inorease of ~, the supercurrent oarrying capacity is (H) and
H 3 is observed for the eute~io~ ~lloy.
Cl; •
12.2.4. Disoussion of results of Hg-TJ. sy~t.m.
J
The effeot of surface roughness shown in fig.53 differs in part fr m
the results of Williamson and Furdyna85, who studied resistance transitions
of wires and Lowel174, who measured eTitioal currents in a dilute Ta-Nb
alley. Williamson and Furdyna 85 found ~ to be insensitive to the value
of the measuring current and the smoothness of the wire surfaces. The~
suggested the anisotropy of HR withe may be due to nucleation of surface
superconductivity at interior grain boundaries. The.e results of fig053
clearly show ~ t. b. dependent on surface conditions when ~ occurs
above Hc2• The results of varying the ourrent in the Pb-Cd system show ~
to be a function of current also.
Lowe1174 feund that roughening the surface increased the sheath
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current - a result he attributed to a very thin 2.one of heavily deformed
material near the surface having a higher value of k 0 In the pre sent
experiment, no change in k has taken place since the roughening has not
been aocemplished by abrasion. It may be concluded therefore that aurfao.
roughness decreases the sheath currents, most probably because the amount
of surface parallel to the field has been decreased for all orientationso
Hempstead and Kim78 noticed that the distinction between the
parallel and perpendicular field orientations in a Nb-Ta sample became
less when defects were introduoed by cold work. They also notioed that
generally, defeots increased Hc3 while Ho2 remained the same.
Sohenck et a186 made similar obse~vationso
The behaviour of the eutectic al~oy, which is essentially a-solid
solution containing many defects is in agreement with these observatienso
Furthermore, ~ is slightly increased. Evidently, it i8 a function of
defect ooncentration as well as measuring current and roughness.
Hempstead and Kim78 quote the suggestion of st"James and DeGennes
that defects may nuoleate surface superconductivity beyond Ho2 to explain
the decreased sensitivity to field orientation of their worked sample"
Williamson and Furdyna85 Bugg~sted this same mechanism to explain the
insensitivity of HR in their experiments. Rall.87 also suggested that
superconductivity above Ho2 may be associated with internal sur~ace8o
This idea is examined more closely in the next section"
1202.50 In-Bi system.g.
Transition ourve. for two specimens of laminar In-Bi euteotic, one
directiona.lly frozen and one as-cast, are shown in figs ,,55 and 56. They
were encapsulated and heat treated together at 6Qoc in a water bath for
two weeks. The transition8 for various values of e of the aa-ca.st
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specimen start and finish at lower fields than the directionally frozen
specimen and the curves are much more sensitive to the field orientationo
No discontinuity is evident at Hc2 in either caseo
12.2.6. Discussion of results of In-Bi system.
HR for both as-oast and directionally-frozen specimens occurs before
Hc2' The critical current curves, shown in fig.45 show that just before
H the directionally frozen specimen has a higher critical current andc2
therefore it is to be expected that the l1t will be higher.
The decrease in sensitivity of the direotionally frozen specimen current
to the field orientation and the greater supercurrent carrying o&pLoity is
thought to be due to surface superoonductivity at the interfaoes of the
normal laminae. This is feasible for two reasons. StoJames and DeGennes'
theory makes no distinction between an internal and an external surface
and so it may be expected that IfI2¢O at Hc2 (the condition for a sheath
to exist, see section 3.5) in the region of these interfaces for parallel
fields. Secondly, it is very possible that differential thermal contraction
of the two phases results in deformation in the regill>nof the interface.
~ . .Lowell in his work on surface currents, suggested that much more severe
deformation may occur at a surface than can be induced in the bulk by any
normal deformation processo An effect such as this might even be enhanoed
at internal surfaces where an orientation relationship also exists, thus
causing an increase in k.
If these surfaces fonned a continuous path the situation approaches
that of Mendelssohn's filamentary model. However, since the internal
superconductivity is a funotion of field orientation, a St.James type
sheath would appear to be making the greatest oontribution.
The results of figs. 55 and 56 can be explained with this model. Since
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th planes of the laminae in different grains of the directionally fraz~n
specimen are randomly orientated about the specimen axis (see micrographs
2, 11. 23) there is a strong possibility that the surfaces of many ef them
will be parallel to the field at any orientation and they will be able to
1'\ 0support a sheath ourrent e At C7 = 0 , the number of lam:i,.na.nd the area
of external free surface parallel to the field.will be a maximum 0 As f:}
increases, both the external and.internal surface sheat~ ourrents will
decrease. Hovyever, the presence of some extended paths of internal surf'ace
superoonductivity for ~ll values of e will result in the net resistanoeless
ourrent being greater than in the as-oast specimen where the laminae are
randomly disposed.
The high v~lue of HN (1.95 H(2)obtained wi~h the directionally frozen
Ipecimen is much greater than the theoretioal maximum (1069 Ho'2) 0 Several
t h 1 1 hi h 1 f IL 69~80,81,88,89.o her aut ora have observed anoma ous y g va ue 0 _~
DeS.rbo89 suggested that impurities at the surface l.cally chansed k and
therefore the value of H ,~e Van Gurp69 and DeSorbo89 measured transitions
It",
n rolled st~ips of Nb and associated the anomalously high field.with
filamentary superoonductivity along the e10~ated grain boundaries. The
enhanced superoonductivi'ty here was assumed to be the cause of the inerease
in H :3.c-
Tilley90 considered this problem theoretioally by extending a
91caloulation of Boyd 0 ,He sU6gested that the high value of ~ found by
neSorbo and Van Gurp was due to pairs of planar defects cl.le tegether and
parallel to the speoimen surfaeeo However, Tilley's Ctaloulation is
~.noerned with defects smaller and closer together (by a faotor 10) than
the laminae in this euteotio all.yo The high value of ~. is thus mest
likely attributable to a small contribution from Mendelasehn - type
filamentary superconduotivity al.ng thin high k path. assQoiated with the
'Iiinternal surfaoes because of their different thermal contraotion from the
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matrix. There is no reason why this could not OCCUl tagether with surface
sheath eenduotivity.
12.2.7. Sb-Tl system.
The variation of the transition curves with 8 for three values of
transport current is shown in fig.57. This sample was directionally
frozen and heat-treated at 91°C. HN = 1.69 Hc2 but this decreases slightly
at the high f) values for higher currents. The salient feature of the
curves is that there is a reduotion in their sensitivity to the field
orientation as the current is increased. ~ varies with 9 for a given
t~ansport current but as the current is increased this change in ~ with 9
increases. There is no discontinuity in the ourves at Hc2 nor in the
trends that these curves show as the current is increased.
Discussion of results of Sb-Tl system.
Complete return to the normal state is achieved when the theoretical
value of H i8 reached. This is probably beoause the Sb preoipitate is
0'3
irregularly shaped and only continuous along the growth direction for
short distanoes (see mierograph 25). Thus no significant effect due to
parallel internal surfaoes, as seen in the In-Bi system, for example, oan
be expected. No appreoiable oontribution from filamentary superconductivity
seems to exist either.
I1l values for the two higher values of ourrent are less than Ho2 and
ar; clearly ~ and ourrent dependent. The significano~ of these result.
is the lack of a discontinuity in the curves and the smooth continuation
of their tr~nd at Ho2' This strongly suggests that the mechanisms
responsible for the resistance and for the transport of lossless ct~ren'
are the same before and after H~2' (The field assooiated with the highest
current is only 0.4 0., so its effect may be ignored). This infers that
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a surfaoe super-current exists below H 2 that deoreases as the field
0-
inoreases and becomes equal in magnitude to the St.James and DeGennes
sheath current at Hc.2. Furthermore, its magnitude is a funotion 9f field
orientation in exactly the same manner as is the St.James and DeGennes
sheath. This also explains the absence of a discontinuity at Ho2 where the
mechanism of current transport is supposed to change.
However, there is the question of whY should the transport current
in the mixed state just before Hc2 not be due to fl~ gradients and the
resistance observed be oau8ed by fluxoid motion under the influenoe of a
driving foroe, as discussed in seotion 11.1. 21Anderson suggested that
his model of flux flow would break down near Ho2' since the flux lines
would be forced 80 close together that the foroes between them would no
longer be long range, smooth eleotromagnetic forces on whioh he based
his calculations. Iustead, forces arising from v rtex oVerlapping
would predominate leading to differenteffeots. This would mean that
his bundle concept would fail oompletely.
More support ro-r this idea is provided by all those magnetisation
- 92ourves of superoenduotors having a. shilath and a major loop • Small
minor hysteresis leops bounded by the major leop of Schweitzer et a156
are continuous through H 20 Sinoe these loops are bounded by diamagnetio
(f
paths»a surfaoe current must exist that is oontinuous through He2• These
resistanoe transitions indioate that its magnitude depends on the field
orientation with respeot to the specimen surface, exaotly as the
StoJames and DeGennes surface sheath and indeed, it is most likely a
ecntinuation of the sheath. The sheath olearly does not contribute all
the surfaoe ourrent to the major loop nor all the oritical transport
ourrent in the mixed state, otherwise the effect of roughening the
surface ef speoimens in these experiments would have been more apparent.
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Sinoe a surface sheath exists below He2 on the specimen surface, there
is no reason why it should not exist on internal surfaces in the mixed state
too. Whether this would contribute appreoiably to the hysteresis is
speculative. It could conceivably oontribute to a small lossless transport
current, however.
12.2.9. Pb-Sn system.
.This eutectic consists of a superconducting laminar precipitate in
('a matrix that is normal at 4.2 K in isolation. Fil.58 shows the resistance
transitions for a directionally-frozen and an as-cast speoimen of Pb-Sn
eutectic heat-treated at l18GC. The orientation of the field with respect
to the speoimen has little effect, the transitions for both speoimens are
separated by about 15 O. for most of the curves. ~ for both is the same,
equal to 1.7 Hc'2 0 ~ <. H(l2 for all values of (J and the ourves merge at
approximately Hc'2.
Disoussion of results of Pb-Sn system.
These results are direot ,evidence in support of the oonolusion of
Schiffman et al98 that a proximity effeot ocours in this alloy. They
measured the specific heat and found no discontinuity at 3.7°K, the
temperature they expected the Sn-rioh phase to go normal. ElAt 4.2 It
only the Pb-rich laminae are superconducting in isolation and since, in
the 8.s-oast alloy, they do not form a continuous path (this statement is
based on the microstructural examination and also by analogy to the
Pb-Cd euteotio where the as-cast alloy has no magnetoresistive effect), a
transport current must be conducted through Sn-rich regions. The Sn-r~ch
phase must therefore be superoonducting by a proximity effeot.
The very small value of the sheath current may be related to the
existence of the proximity effeot. If the conclusions drawn on the Sb-Tl
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eutectic are applied, it seems likely that the surface ourrents involved
below Hc2 are very small t00, since the orientation effeot of the field is
small. The higher current carried by the directionally grown specimen is
probably due to more effective flux pinning resulting in a slightly higher
critical current - a refleotion of the magnetisation result of section
10.2.6.
12.2.11. Bi-Tl system.
Two euteotics exist in this alloy system both with essentially
the same matrix Bi2Tl but different precipitates. The euteotic at 76.5
weight per cent Bi has a 'herring-bone' distribution of normal Bi particles
and the euteotio at 47.5 weight per cent Bi has a laminar preoipitate of
superconducting X-solid solution above about 75°C and ~-801id solution
below this temperature. The effeGts of the presenoe and orientation of
these preoipitates are investigated in this seotion.
A small magnetoresistive effect was present with the 76.5 wt.% Bi
alloy and so the ourves of fig.59 have been normalised with respeot to
the resistanoe at ~. Both samples of this eutectio have a value of ~
greater than the theoritioal value of St.James and DeGennes and the
direotionally frozen specimen has slightly the greater value (2.02 Hc2
c:f 1.96 He'2). The as-oast sample oarries approximately the same sheath
current; as the direoti,onally frozen sample at e = 90° but in the parallel
field case it oarries less for all values of field.
The transitions for the 47.5 wt.% Bi euteotic alloy (as-cast and
directionally-frozen) together with the X-solid .olution are shown for
three values of 8 in fig.60. The ourves are extrapolated from 10 kOe
since this is the limit of the magnet. No aeourate values of ~: can
therefore be obtainedo
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12 ,2 ,12, Discussion of results of Bi-Tl system.,
These results serv to carrob0rate the oonolusi~ns drawn so faro
Micrograph 9 shows that the laminae of the 'herring-bones' of Bi in the
directionally frozen 76.5 wt.% Bi alloy are orientated approximately
along the growth direction and in such a way as to give it the appearance
of a partially laminar eutectic. Consequently, the transition curve is
similar to that which would be expeoted from a partially grown laminar
eutectic. When the field is parallel to the specimen axis, it is alse
approximately parallel to the precipitate surfaces and so internal sheath
superconductivi'ty c'ontributes to the st .James and DeG4tnnes surf'ace sheath.
Hence the total supercurrent carrying eapacdty is enhanead , When the
field is perpendicular to the specimen axis, however, the 90° curves are
similar because now not enough laminae lie parallel to the field to provide
a signifioant increase in the supercurrent tarrying eapaoity,
Of great significance in the results of fig.60 is that the matrix of
Bi2Tl would have gone normal in the region of 2000 Oe and yet the euteotio
is superoonducting up to Ho2 of the precipitate of X-solid solution and
maintains some sheath up ta Ho3 of the X-selid sGluti.m. Since the precipi-
tate laminae in the as-cast sample are not conneoted along the length of
the speoimen, this must mean that the ourrent must pass through regions
€IfBi2Tl. For it to remain lessless this must meaIt that, like the Pb-Sn
eutectio J a proximity effect exists, even though the dimensions over whioh
it occurs (the inter-lamellar spacing) is much greater than a c.herence
length. This oeno1usion is supported by magnetisation and oritioa1 current
measurements 0
The X-solid solution dees not show a discontinuity at Ho2 and sinoe
.the sheath ourrent is orientation dependentJit may b. conoluded that a
surface meohanism is responsible, i,e. the sheath existing below Ho2•
- 101 -
Exactly wqy this euteotio supports a sheath current and Pb-Sn does nat,
is not olear. This euteotic also exhibits internal surface superconductivityo
Fig. 60 clearly demonstrates that the directionally-frozen specimen carries
more lossless current than the as-oast speoimen and is also 1es8 field
orientation sensitive.
Comparison of figse 59 and 60 is a striking example of how the
superoonducting properties of essentially the same material (Bi2Tl) can be
drastically different because a different preoi~~te is present in eaoho
12,2,13. Pb-Zn sy.stem.
The transition of this eutectic alloy is very nearly the ideal for
that ot a superconductor with k < 0.419 and tbe critical field is almost
thli.tfor pure Pb i.e. 54-0Oe , No sheath is present, even for9 = 0°
(see fig .61) •
12.2.14. Discussion of Pb-Zn system.
These curves are charaoteristic of 'soft' or type I superoonductors
without a sheatho The ourrent is so small that its self field may be
negleoted and so the abrupt transition to the normal state for E1 = 0°
ooours at H. For any other orientation the effeot of the speoimen shapeo
on the magnetio field has to be censddere d , When the field is perpendicular
to the specimen axis the result of the demagnetising effect is that the
effective field at the specimen surface is 2H and 80 the speoimen goes into
o
the intermediate state at an applied field of *H 0
<:i' 0 Demagnetising effects
may be negleoted for type lIar type I superoonductors with a sheath, since
so little of the speoimen volume resists flux penetration that the external
field is hardly perturbed •
Many authors have observed a sheath current in pure Pb and sinoe the
addition of ever a small amount of Zn should enhance sheath nucleation
(by increasing k) this result is surprising.
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13. Resistance Transitions of Sl~b Specimens.
The use of slab specimens enables the relative orientations of
measuring current, external magnetic field and precipitate orientation
to be varied both with and without changing the area of the specimen
parallel to the field.
13.1.1. Pb + .5 wt.% Cd solid solution.
The transitions are uncomplicated by the presence of defects and are
shown in fig. 62. They are very sensitive to the field orientation (see
fig. 63). An increase in measu.ing current causes the tr~sition in parallel
field to occur at lower values of field but the perpendicular transition
remains substantially unchanged. When the c~rrent is 7.3 x 104 mA/cm2 the
transition in parallel field is the same as that in perpendicular fields
for smaller values of current.
13.1.2. Discussion of results of Pb + .5wt.% Cd solid solution.
This field orientation behaviour is qualitatively similar to that of
a wire except that the slab is more sensitive to the inclination of the
field. This is because the slab has a large area parallel to the field
o 0when ~ = 0 and consequently a large sheath current, but at Q = 90 the
area parallel to the field is negligible for a thin slab and little or no
sheath is present. A small change in the field's orientation ~ill result
in a large change in surface current.
The behaviour when the current is increased is the same as for wire
specimens - the transition moves to lower fields, but when it = 7.3 x 104mA/cm2
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the value of the sheath current is now relatively so small that only a
fraction of the transport current is shorted out. Most of it will be
carried in the normal bulk above Hc2' as in the case for 9 = 90
0
• Joule
heating in the bulk will enly serve to enhance this effect by reducing the
sheath current further.
13.2.1. Directionally frozen eutectics.
Transitions for four combinations of current and field orientation
are shown in figs. 64, 65, 66 and 67 for direotionally-frE>zen specimen.s
of Pb-Cd, Pb-Sn, In-Bi and Sb-Tl eutectics respectively.
The combinations are:-
I. Current parallel to the direction of growth and the field
varied through the polar angle ~ (see fig.63) in the plane
of the speoimen so that the external surface sheath current
remains the same exoept for edge effects.
II. Current parallel to the direction of growth and the field
varied through the azinlUtharlangle 8 from parallel to the
speoimen surface to perpendicular te it.
III. Current transverse to the direction of growth with the
field changed thraugh the angle ; in the plan. of the
specimen.
IV. Current transverse to the direotion of growth and the
field changed through the azimuthal angle 9
In both oases, for Pb-Cd eutectio, when the current is passed along
the direction of growth, magnetoresistance is present, but for transverse
current the magnet&resistance effect is abserrt, For the same specimen,
measurements II.and IV. are much more field orientation sensitive than
I. and II. In measurement III. the 9f = 90° transition occurs at a higher
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field value than ¢ = 00 •
The other laminar eutectics exhibit qualitatively similar behaviour
(except for the magnetoresistance) but Sb-Tl does not have an inoreased
lossless ourrent flowing for ~ = 90° in measurement III.
13,2,2. Disoussion of results of directionally-frozen eutectics.
The presence of the magnetoresistive effect in Pb-Cd for current
parallel to the laminae confirms the observations and conclusions of
section 12.2.2.
Consider cronfigurations I. to IV. separatelj ter Pb-Cd eutectic:-
I. If this was a perfect, Wini tely thin, ideli.ltype II
slab, then the transition curves would b expected to
be croincident (neglecting the induced currents from the
field). In this experiment there are three reasons why
they are not r-
(i) a magnetoresistive effect is superimposed
on the transition;
(ii) two longitudinal slab edges are parallel to
the field when (; = 0° are not when (] = 90°
(i.e. the specimen is not infinitely thin) ;
(iii) a reduction in internal surface superconductivity
occurs when e = 900 since few laminae are parallel
tD the field.
II. The increasing inolination of the field to the slab surface
reduoes both the St.James and DeGennes surface sheath and
the internal surfaoe superoonduotivity resulting in the
ourves obtained.
III. When ; = 00, the external sheath current is a maximum
- lOS -
III. cont.
but interna.l surf'ace superconductivity will be a minimum,
sinoe f'ew laminae are parallel to the f'LeLd 0 When rj :::900,
the f'ield is parallel to nearly all the Cd-rich laminae
and so internal surface superconductivity will be at a
maximum. A larger fraction of' the transport current is
now shorted out by superconducting paths over part of' its
length, resulting in less resistance f'or a given f'ield.
Thus the net resultant l~ssless ourrent is greatest when
;=90.
IV. In this case the only varying contributien to lossless
ourrent transport is the external surf'ace whioh diminishes
as ~ increases (as in Pb + .5% wto Cd solid solution).
The Pb-Sn eutectic shows much the same ourves for situations I. and
II. because little st .James and DeGennes sheath exists anyway.. Measurement
III. oonfirms tn. presenoe of'a small amount of internal surface superconduct-
ivity, as it also does for In-Bi.
Sb-Tl behaves differently to the laminar eutectics in situation 1110
beca~e the Sb preoipitate is irregularly shaped and so the field can never
bE' pa.rallel tits surt'aoe over "ny signii'icant area ..
The critioal current (def'ined when .~V is measured) against f'ield f'or
configuration III. for In-Bi eutectic is shown in fig.G8. Just below H 2c'
the influence of' the int.rnal sheath supercurrents are seen to be exceeded
by the speoimen surface and bulk supercurrentso An interesting oomparison
may be made between these curves and simi.lar mea urements made by
Hart and Swartz71 (•• e f'ig.69) on a thin film ef ideal type II superoQnductoro
The form ot' the ourves is identical except the curvature above Hc2' yet
In- B~ EUTECTIC S~A8, DI~ECTIONAL.L Y F'"ROZEN
8.- ~EAi' 'T~EA'TEO Ai' GO°C.
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. Flo••. 'l'be crltk:al lurface current at '.2ex: veraul magnetic
field for an evaporated and annealed film of Pbe.HTJ,.I .. Below
Be' the critical current is larger when the field and current are
parallel; above B." when perpendicular. In both cases the critical
lurface current is much less than the calculated value (Ref. 12)
(as shown).
Eig. 690 After H.R. Hart and P.S. Swartz 71
(courtesy of Phys. Rev.)
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their specimen had n~ orientated internal defectso It would be interesting
to have examined the texture of the suostrate onto which their film was
evaporated. This effect was absent from the In-Bi wh n the current was
passed along the direction of g~owth (see fig.70).
1&, The efiC!ct on the Rasista.nce Transitien of Plating witn a No~l MW!'.
;!dt .1. IntroducM,on.
78Hempstead and K~ were the first to show that plating a Nb-Ta alloy
re~uced He'" signifioantly and they established that the phenomenon of
superconductivity above Ho2 w~s a surface effect. Fischer and Klein93
measured ·the decrease of Ho3 as a function of the thiokness of a Cu layer
deposited on Pb , The eccurtrence of su:geroonq,uctivity in their experiment.
was 0bserved py me&:suring the surface resistance at 905 GHz. Barnes and.
Fink55 observed that plating red.uced the ma~net:i,ohysteresis of a Pb-Tl
alloy and suggested that m~~netio coatings were more effective
in destroying surface ourrents. In this section the effeots on the
resistance b! plating with Cu, Cd, Ni and Fe are investigated and oompared.
Immediately prior t. ~lating, eaoh specimen was ohemiqally polished and washed
in distilled water to obtain a goad coatinlJio The following plating baths
were used:-
(i) Cu
KCN (5)1%KeN) 36.5 g/l
Na2~°.3 6 "
CuCN 25 "
NaHS03 .3 II
Anode:Cu
In - 6~ EUTECTIC SL.A.B, OI~EC'TIONAL-l.Y F"F{OZEN
ex ~EAT TREATED AT GO°C.
x rz\ )( rJ ~Oo~O Q 9 ~90°
X
Log J"c
(Amps/cm'2)
10-~-+--------r--------~---------'
·8 ro re 4·4
~ (KOe)
Ft .70.
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iii) Cd
NaCN 88 g/l
CdO "
Yellow dextrin
33
3 "
Anode: Od,
(iii) Ni
NiS04·7H/J
NiC12
H_!Q2
NaF
250 g/l
"37.5
25 "
12.5 "
Anode:Ni
(iv) Fe
600 8/1
670 "
2
The pla.ting c\lTrent wa.s cenabant at .125 a.mps/om for all four
selutians.
Results.
i
T~e transitions of a wire specimen af Pb-Gd euteotio cut from a
~ireQtionally-froz.n ingot ~uch t~t the specimen axis was perpendicular teo
the direction of freezing, unplated ~nd then plated with Cu and Cd are
given in f~g, 71. The plating time was 2 minutesc
~he ~heath ou,rren~, ~ and ~ are aU r~duc.d for all angles of
both Cu and Cq.Q0atings 0 In~rlease of the plating time (and hence plat.
thickness) made ne iignif:l.ca.nt difference to these curves , A qualitativ.ly
sim.J..la.~field arien,tation dependence exists before and after plating. On
remov'ing the ~I~ MQ..~ I *,-Q. \ CU'\~lakd' ~
~CM .-~.-aOn. tc.~Q.tWtJ'
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Coating with the ferremagnetios Ni and Fe produced a very different result
. 0
for all transitions where e.0 , (fig.52). The transition curves where
the field is perpendicular to the specimen lie at the higher field, and the
onset of resistance in parallel field occurs at a slightly earlier field
than when plated with either Cu or Cd. The effect of the thickness of an
Fe coating is shown in figs. 72 and 73. The sheath currant carrying
capacity and the field to which it is maintained both increase with the
plate thickness when the field is perpendicular to the specimen axis. The
9 = 0° transition stays the same for all values of plate thiokness.
Sensitivity to field orientation i8 shown in fig.74. It is greatest near
°e = 90 • The curr.nt carryiIl8 capacity of the sheath thus plated with
Fe as a funotion of B is illustrated in fig,.75. The current required to
ogenerate the same veltage as i = .01 amps when 8 = 0 for tha unplated
specimen is platted for different values of the external field. It can be
se~n that with the perpendioular orientation of the field the specimen can
e:~rryup to telltiM. the ourrent fer t118 ~ame voltage generated in the
parallel case ,
When speoimens of pure Pb and Pb-Zn euteotio (both of which display no
sheath current carrying oapaoit,y)were plated, the ferromagnetic's
presence made no appreciable differenoe to the ourves.
Slab specimens behaved similarly to wire speoimens when the field was
perpendioular to the slab surface.
14- .3. Disoussion of the results of plating with a normal metal.
The plating with eu and Cd reduces the surface sheath ourrent beoause
the boundary eonditicn of Ii. superconducting/insulator interfao~ whioh
st .Jame~ and DeGennea inserted into the Ginzburg-Landau equations "does not
hold anymore. Instead of the order parameter f becoming zera at a field
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1.69 Hc2' it beeeme s ser-e at soma lower fieldo Sinoe the orientation of
the field with respect to the specimen surface is qualitatively the same
befere and after the coating, it is reasonable to assume that the super-
oonductivity a.bove Hc2 with a plating on is still due to the St.James and
DeGennes sheath, though much reduoed.
Fisoher and Klein93 reduced Hc3 of their Pb specimen to H with a
o c'
plate thickness of 54-5,A,whereas in this work the normal metal ooatings were
of the order of ]pi. thiok, probably above the value for a thickness effect
to be see~. Gygax and Kropsohot~ also found that the thickness of a eu
film made no differenoe, probably for the same reason; their films were
a.bout jl thick ~
These results raise the question of why internal surface super-
oonduotivity should exist, exoept on an insulating surfaQe, if a normal
metal plating remove s the sheath. Even when plated, hQwever, a surfaoe
stil1 oarries some ourrent and the o~ulative effect of a large number of
. i\-these surfaoes (as is the case when a precipfte is present) will be
signifioant. Als@, Hurault95 showed theoretically that the sheath will
only be reduoed by ooating with a normal metal if the oonduotiyity ef the
metal is grea.ter than that of the superoonduc'ter in the normal sca t.e, No
data is available on the oonduotivities of thin films of these preoipitates,
but it may well be that their cenduotivities are lower, especially in the
region of the interfaoeo Even more imp~rtant perhaps is the effect of
differential thermal oo~traction ~f the precipitates and matrix. If this
does produce the effects discussed in seotion 1202.6. and if this deformed
region extends over Iii. distance greater than the ooherence length (a.ndthere
is ne reason why is should be related. to this purely superconduoting
p~rameter) the plating effeots of the precipitates themselves would be
very muoh reducedo
- 110 -
The Fe and Ni ooating effects are not simply magnetic shielding effects
for the fQllowing reasons:-
(i) no shielding occurs in the parallel field case whether the
ends of the specimen are plated or not;
(ii) plating with a ferromagnetic has no effect on the perpendicular
(iii)
transitions of specimens with no sheathl
the displacement of the 6= 90° transition curve depends
on the sheath carrying capacity of the material; for example,
the Pb-3n eutectic when plated with Ni (five minutes in the bath
ati amp/sq.cm.) has the curves separated by only about 15 oe ,
See fig .76.
Why this behaviour occurs is not known: no one, to the authGr's
knowledge, has oonsidered the boundary cond.Ltd.onawhen a superconductor is
plated with a ferromagnetic and the field is not parallel with the surface.
96Hauser has measured the resistance transition of a Pb-In alloy ooated with
Ni, but only for the case of parallel field. His results were the same as
in this werk - superoonduotivity was suppressed.
These results, therefore, indicate that a coating of eu is more
effective in reducing surface superconductivity than a Cd ooating despite
the faot that a greater weight and also a thicker ooating of Cd was
deposited. (Eaoh metal was plated for the same length of time at the same
ourrent density). Also, Fe is slightly better than Ni in showing the
anomalous effeot in perpendicular applied field. However, the conditio.
of the interface between the superconductor and normal metal, which is
certain to affect the results, is completely unknowne
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15. Conclusions
The magnetisation, critical current and resistive transition in a field
were measured on ten eutectic alloy systems and on many of their component
solid solutions in isolation. These eutectics are listed below and the
following conclusions were drawn concerning the superconducting mechanisms
prevailing and the effect of the presence of the precipitates.
, ,.
System Matrix state IPrecipita.~ state TOK
._.
-
'"
Pb-Cd Pb ...rich solid S -Cd N 4.2
solution :
Pb-Zn Pb I S Zn N 4.2I
Pb-Sn Sn-rich solid I S* Pb-rioh solie S 4.2i
so],ution solution
,
Pb-MS Ph-rich solid S Mglb N 4.2
solution I,
ss-n Sb2T17 S Sb N 4.2
Pb-Sb Ph-rich solid S Sb-rich solie N :1 4.2
solution solution
Bi-76.5"/oTl Bi2Tl S ; Bi N 4.2,,
'}x -Bi-47.5%TJ. Bill S a' - solid S 4.2
solution ; IJ
, I
I
In-Bi In-rich solid S Ini3i S i! 4.2
solution I
I
Hg-TI rl'- solid S fJ' - Tl Ne?) 2.2i'
solution ·1 i
I, !
- 1l!2 -
1. All the eutectios, after the heat-of;reatment are type 1Ig except Ph-Zn.
(Ph-Cd becomes type I on ageing at room temperature48).
2" The presence of a second phase, whether superconducting or normal,
increases the magnetio hysteresis due to pinning. The pinning is most probably
caused by one or more of the following meohanisms:-
(i) if the preoipitate is small, i.e. of the order of size of the
coherence length, pinning is presumably accomplished by interaction
of the precipitate with the normal core of the fluxoid~
(ii) if the preoipitate is large, pinning occurs by interaction
with the surface of the precipitate, either
(a) because the presence of a surface locally decreases
the mean free path, thus providing high k, low energy
sites for preferential fluxoid repose;
or (b) because of an image force mechanism, as suggested by
Campbell et &159;
(iii) d1f"i'erential thermliO.loontraotion between the matrix and the
precipitate ~ causing local regions of straing ioeo regions
of high k and hence low energy sites.
The experiment on Pb~Mg supersaturated solid solution indicates that
the ohange of pinning mechanism whioh must ocour as the preoipitate grows
is gradu.&.land'not accompanied by any discontinuity at a oriticalpartiole
size 0
3~ Large normal particles are also able to interact with the boundaries
of the interm~diate state of type I superconductors, whereas small particles
ar not.
4·" The pinning effect of the preoipitate can be elimina.ted by considering
- 113 -
very thin samples in which the effect of a flux gradient is negligible.
This was accomplished by coating the surface of a brass rod with the
eutecti.c and slitting it lengitudinally to make it singly conneebed , A
aile dependent magnetisation curve was obtained as predicted by the
Critical State model.
5. The total surface area of precipitate present does not appear to be
as important as the surface area favourably orientated to invading flux
lines. This results in some magnetisation and oritioal current ourves
being precipitate-orientation dependent.
6. When the pinning effect of the precipitates is not too strong, the
current carrying capacity of the dumb-bell s~aped specimens is greatest
when the applied field is parallel with the specimen axis. The decrease
in current when 8::: 90° is mainly due to a decreased Lorentz force
when 6= 0 (as opp~sed to demagnetising effects). This is demonstrated
by the results on Bi~7.5wt. per cent Tl. In this case the pinning is
very weak but it has a large effect in resisting the driving force in
lQngitudinal field. However, when the driving force is high (as in the
magnetisation experiment and critical current in transverse field
measurements) the effect of the precipitate is negligible and the results
approach those obtained 0n the defect-free solid solution speoimens.
When the pinning forces are high, the critical current remains
fairly eonstant as the field is increased and then falls rapidly to ~ero
as H 2 is approached. In this case the longitudinal and transverse field
et.
curves are very similar and are independent of'precipitate orienta.tion.
78 The properties of eutectic mixtures are not neoessarilythe sum of
the properties of each phase in isolation. ',fhePb-Bn , 11. .. 47.5 per cent
w~. lLand In-Bi systems exhibit a proximity effect, ioeo a phase that
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w~uld. be normal in isolation is rendered superconducting in the presence of
a. second superconducting phase, despite the fact that the pha.se boundaries
are of dimensions grea.ter than the coherence length. The proximity effect
can <occur when e:ither the precipitate (Pb-Sn, 'TLr47 ..5 per cent wteal.) or
the matrix (In-Bi.) are superconducting in LsoLa'tLon , A pha se can be caused
to be super-oondnetdng both at temp@ratul'es above its usual transition
tempera.ture (Pb-3n) and/or above its usual upper critical field er~~7e5
per cent wt ,,1\.,In-Bi)e The effect occurs above Hc2 of the superconduoting
phase in"f:L-47.5 per cent wt.", but not very much in Pb=Sn 0
80 In the absence of any precipitates, the magnetic hysteresis is due
to surfaoe currents which decrease when the surface is roughened and k
of the surface is kept oonstanto In the mixed state this is probably
due to easier nucleation of fluxoids at surface asperities due to de-
magnetising effects. The Swartz and Hart flux spot pinning mechanism does
not appear to operate - otherwise roughening the surface wCDuld increa.se
the hysteresis (and the critical transport current)o
9.. Evidence oonoerning the role of the major IbOp has been presented and
discussed and it is suggested that the area of the major loop is a mea.sure
of the relative effeots of surface cl~rents and bulk ourrentso The nature
of the surface ourrents involved are not known but they are in part defect
stabilised and in part stoJames and ~Gennes sheath currentso Thus the
leop starts with ~ere area for an ideal specimen, increases in area to a
maximum as the surface ourrents inorease, then decreases to zero as bulk
pinning predomir~teso It is size dependent and can be made 'artificially'
8i ther larger, by usi.ng a hellow oylinder J or reduoed ,by slitting the
cylinder lcmgitudinallyo
100 The effect of specimen edges was shown to allow earlier flux
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penetration (c ~f the hollow ey·linder of Ph-Cd and the slit hollow cylinder)
and the presence of the end caps of a hollow ellipsoid revealed an unexpected
a~a ttftppe~ie~aeleend effect which may possibly complicate results on solid
specimens.
11. .The model of St oJames and. DeGennes for superconductivity above H(tI'2
is confirmed. A resistanceless sheath current flews parallel to the normal
bulk ourrent and the position of the resistanoe transitien depends on the
value of the measuring current compar-ed to the sheath our rent 0 The mag-
neteresistance effect in Pb-Cd ooni'i.rmsthat the resista.nceis due to
current passing through normal bulk material. It a.lso demonstrates that
this mechanism is the same for type I super cenducber-s of k » 0 .419 above
H 0c
120 The field at whioh the specimen becomes oompletely normal,~.and the
sheath ourrent at any field, is(H), deorease as the field orientation
with respect to the specimen axis increaseso When 8 = 0 the whole specimen
surface is parallel to the field and asS increases the sheath i.sable to
'short out' less of the transport current. The excess is carried in the
bulk, resulting in an increase in Joule heating and consequently an inorease
in the tempel'ature of the specimen"
130 The surface sheath appears to exist below Ho2 in some specimens.
Consequently, the model of the resistance transition in which the mechanism
of the lossless ourrent is supposed to change at H02 does not apply. Ab€lve
and below Ho2 the StoJames and DeGennes sheath carries the ourrent because:
Ca) no discontinuity exists at Ho2 in the transition;
Cb) the angular dependence of the 10ssle88 current remains the
same as the field is lowered through Hc20
140 Roughening the surface in Hg-Tl without affecting k shows that this
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results in a decrease of the sheath current i (H) above H 2' together withs c
a decrease in ~ and HR' the field at which resistance is first detected.
The roughening probably reduces the amount of surface parallel to the field
thus resulting in a lower total i (H), but i (H) per unit area par-aILeI tos s
the field probably remains the same. The excess bulk current is thought
to cause the decrease in HN by Joule heating.
15. Above Hc2' the presence of the precipitate has several effects:-
(i) it increases the current carrying capacity of the sheath,
despite the fact that the surface area of superconducting
phase has been reduced by its presence, at all fields and
orientations;
(ii) ~t requces the sensitivity of the specimen to field
orientation;
Qi~ it may increase the value of HN to beyond Hc3 = 1.69Hc2.
These results are believed to be caused by the nucleation of the
supercond~cting surface sheath at the internal surfaces between the
precipitate and matrix and this is confirmed by results obtained on slab
specimens. This internal surface $uperconductivity-may exist because
St. James and DeGennes' theory applies equally well to internal and external
surfaces and it may be augmented by possible severe deformation occurring
in the region of the internal surface due to differential thermal contraction.
rhis would also lead to HN being greater than H 7. in some cases.
CJ
16. Plating the specimen with normal metals Cu and Cd reduces the sheath
current and ~ for all field orientations. Cu is slightly the more
effective. Fe and Ni also reduce the sheath current in par~llel fields but
increase it substantially at other orientations, the inorease reaching a
omaximum at g = 90 • The increase in $heath current (and ~) increases
with plate thickness. The cause of this increaqe in i (H) is not known buts
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it is not a ferromagnetic soreening effeo"t because it does not oause
soreening when ne sheath is present and the magnitude of the effect depends
Qn the ourrent oarrying oapaoity of the sheath.
17. The results also gave some metia.llurgical inf(')rmatien. They revealed
that the laminae in a direotionally-grown (Ph-Cd) eutectic are indeed
oontinuous over maorosoepic distanoes in the direction ef freezing and are
not oonnected physically to laminae in neighbouring grains, verifying the
two-dimensional optical observations. They are continuous longitudinally
in spite of appar~nt shearso
16. Suggestions for future research and pessible a~plioations of this work.
Many questiens remain unanswered c€'lncerningthe role of preoipitates
in superconductors. The nature of the pinning pr~oess is still unknown;
indeed, there is still disagreement as to the nature I!)fthe hysteresis in
superconduct0!'s. The origin of the surfaoe currents in the mixed sta.te
and the effect Gf preoipitates near the surface upon them is oompletely
unknown. The effect of preoipitate na+ure , type, distribution and
morphology is still not oompletely understood; we are still unable tv
predict exaotly what effect a given distribution of a given preoipitate
will have on a particular superconducting parameter.
While our knowledge is thus imperfect~ euteotio alleys (binary and
ternary) will be useful in investigations which require a given preoipitate's
distribution and chemioal oomposition to be manipulated over a limited
range. They would alSQ be useful in any investigation of precipitate-
matrix orientation effeots, since in a direotionally frozen ingot the
orientation relationship has been observed to ohange along the inget length,
reaching (presumably) the equilibrium relationship toward~ the end of the
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ing~t last to solidfy. Precipitate orientation and distribution e~~ects on
f'Lux jumping may also be investigated by using these a.lleys0
The reason for the occurrence o~ the proximity effect in these alloys,
espeoially over suoh large distances with respect to the coherence length, may
be an important fact0r in our understanding of pinning effects.
Eutectic alloys of Nb and Ta CQuld conceivably be attractive for use as
conductors. They have several advantages:
(i) a large volume of pinning defects may be introduced into
the matrix;
(ii) these defects may be superconducting, in which case they could
pin fluxoids and still carry current themselves;
(iii) if a proximity effect occurred either in the preeipitate
or the matrix, then possibly a cheaper material (possibly
oooupying most of the volume of the alloy) than Nb or Ta
may be induoed with the properties of the latter.
It may be that a direo'tionally frozen eutectic of Nb or Ta with the
luperconduoting phase the preoipitate will provide a method o~ producing a
stabilized conduotor. (Pb-Sb euteotio was investigated with this in mind, but
the proximity effeot oaused the matrix of Sn to beoome superoonducting).
In future investigations o~ these alloys (or any other multiphase alloys)
speoific heat measurements would be invaluable to asoertain which phases
were superoonducting at any given time.
Surface effects have been muoh investigated with respeot t. many
parameters (in this lahoratory partioularly in relation to A.C. losses).
Results are often difficult to interprete because the usu~l alloys considered
(Nb-base and Pb-base) eaoh present difficulties in the obtaining o~ (and the
reproduotion of) preoise surfaoe conditions. study of Hg and its alloys in
~wl"oapsules of known surfaoe profilenenable various repreducible surface
finishes to be obtained on the same specimen without spurious k changes
affecting the results.
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